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ABSTRACT

The development of stable nanocrystalline binary alloys, which possess a large

volume fraction of grain boundaries at elevated temperatures, is a promising

route to high yield strength materials. Previous studies have focused on alloying

by selecting solute elements that segregate at grain boundaries to stabilize the

nanostructure. A selection criterion has been established for designing stable bi-

nary nanocrystalline materials. This thesis explores the extension of this concept

to the design of multicomponent nanostructured systems.

In contrast to the simplicity of a binary system where not many topological

possibilities are accessible, multicomponent nanostructured systems are shown

to occupy a vast space where the large majority of interesting configurations will

be missed by a regular solution approximation. This thesis describes research to

develop a conceptual basis for the thermodynamic properties of multicomponent

nanocrystalline alloys, and to design interesting ternary configurations not acces-

sible in binary systems. The conditions necessary to achieve the desired nanos-

tructure configurations are developed in a model that takes solute interactions

into consideration. Based on the model, we performed a systematic case study

on one alloy system expected to exhibit nanocrystalline stability: Pt-Pd-Au. As a

control, two binary systems (Pt-Au, Pt-Pd) were produced for comparison. While

a uniform distribution of Pd is observed in binary Pt-Pd alloys at 400 'C, the

results from scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) reveal that Pd

segregation behavior was induced by the Au grain boundary segregation in the

ternary system at 400 'C. Our work on induced co-segregation behavior of Pt-Pd-

Au alloy is just a simple example of solute interaction in nanocrystalline alloys.

Our approach more generally presents a new design framework to control the

complex configurations possible in nanocrystalline materials by alloying element

selection.
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INTRODUCTION

The usage of nanocrystalline materials, which have highly desirable properties,

is limited due to the instability of nanostructures against both grain growth and

bulk phase separation. This chapter reviews the thermodynamic stabilization of

nanocrystalline materials in binary alloys as background for this thesis.

1.1 NANOCRYSTALLINE METALS

Reducing grain size into the nanoscale regime is a promising pathway to improve

the properties of engineering materials, such as achieving a high figure of merit

in thermoelectric materials [7, 8, 9], improving the coercivity of magnets [10, 11,

12], and reaching superior mechanical properties such as high strength and wear

resistance [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Nanometer scale grains allow materials to reach high

yield strengths (Figure 1), as described by the Hall-Petch relationship [18, 19, 20,

21, 22]. Attaining and retaining grain sizes in the narloscale regime, however, is

contrary to the normal tendency for rapid grain growth when such a large volume

fraction of grain boundaries is present.

Practically, refining grain size from the micron-scale down to the nano-scale is

challenging due to the significant increase in grain boundary area, which makes

it difficult to produce bulk nanocrystalline parts. Moreover, nanocrystalline ma-

terials are generally unstable. Pure nanocrystalline materials can even undergo

grain coarsening at room-temperature. An example is shown in Figure 1, where

nanocrystalline palladium exhibits coarsening resulting in a six-fold increase of

the average grain size after 24 hours at room-temperature. As a result, grain

growth challenges the use of the fine grain structures and their associated en-

hanced properties.

Alloying has been widely used for grain growth inhibition through two gen-

eral approaches based on either kinetics or thermodynamics. Grain boundaries

are pinned to reduce their mobility by porosity drag, second phase pinning, or

15
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Figure 1: Grain coarsening of nanocrystalline palladium is shown in grain size as a func-

tion of time at room temperature. Microstrain decreases while grain size is in-

creasing [1].

solute drag, when focusinj on kinetic stabilization. Thermodynamically, certain

minority elements preferentially segregate to grain boundaries to offset the excess

free energy; thereby, nanostructured grains can become a stable state [2, 23, 24, 25,

26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. With the minority element as a segregant

stabilizing nanostructure in alloyed systems, grain growth is not just kinetically

impeded, but can be thermodynamically unfavorable if the dissolution of the seg-

regant into the crystal lattice is an energy-raising proposition.

1.2 NANOSTRUCTURE AT EQUILIBRIUM: BINARY ALLOYS

The free energy of a polycrystal system at a constant temperature and pressure

can be written as:

G = tiNj + -yA (1)

16



1.2 NANOSTRUCTURE AT EQUILIBRIUM: BINARY ALLOYS

where N is the number of atoms of chemical element 'i' with corresponding

chemical potential tj, y is the grain boundary energy per unit area, and A is the

total grain boundary area in the system. From a view of thermodynamics, the

total free energy G is minimized at equilibrium. In ideal cases, the segregation of

solute species can relieve the energy penalty of grain boundaries to completely

eliminate the driving force of grain growth. The grain boundary energy penalty

for a binary system having a segregated grain boundary (solvent element A with

solute element B) can be derived from classical thermodynamics in accordance

with the Gibbs adsorption isotherm:

y =(0 - (AH ( + RTIn (2)

In this expression, y and y0 are the grain boundary energies of alloy A-B and

pure solvent A, respectively. VB is the specific solute B excess at the grain bound-

aries, N c is the number of solute atoms B and N c is the total number of atoms in

the crystal interiors (the superscript 'c' represents the crystalline region) R is the

gas constant and T is temperature. AH (bin) is the enthalpy of grain bound-

ary segregation, defined as the enthalpy required to offset a single solute atom 'B'

from within a crystalline region of 'A' to the grain boundary.

A finer grain size involves a larger grain boundary area, thus if y is greater than

0, it contributes to increase the total free energy of the system. On the other hand,

if -y is less than 0, increasing grain boundary area will help to reduce the total free

energy of the system, thus to stabilize the nanostructure.

This relationship serves as a primary stability criterion for binary alloy design

where an equilibrium state exists for an alloy in which y equals zero [23]. There-

fore, the alloy selection criterion to obtain a stable nanostructure state is to choose

an alloying element that fulfills:

(bin)> ' T1 (NB\AH (bin) - RTIn (3)
AB B \N c

Figure 2 shows experimental evidence that alloying helps in stabilizing a nanos-

tructure in W alloys. As-milled nanocrystalline pure W and W-20%Ti alloy with

similar initial nanostructures show significant structural differences after anneal-

ing at 1100 'C for 1 week. After annealing, a pure W sample (shown in Figure 2c)

exhibits typical instability, where rapid grain growth has taken place. However,

17
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As-Milled Structure

W-20 at.% Ti 1100 *C
.? Annealed 1 week

24nm

Unalloyed V
W-20 at.% Ti Annealed -

As-milled 604 nm
22 nm

1 0

Grain Size

Inalloved WA

1000
(nm) WMM"M/"""%""

One-week anneal at 1100 *C

' T W-20 at.% Ti Alloy

Figure 2: TEM image of pre and post annealing grain structures of W. (a) The grain size

analysis shows the W-20%Ti alloy did not experience significant grain growth

after annealing at 1100 'C for 1 week, (b) As-milled W-20% Ti shows nanos-

tructure, (c) after annealed pure W sample shows micron size grains, (d) after

annealed W-20%Ti alloy shows nanocrystalline structure [2].

even at this high temperature, 1100 'C, the average grain size of W-20%Ti alloy

remained below 100 nm over the same amount of time.

18
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1.3 MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF BINARY ALLOYS

1.3 MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF BINARY ALLOYS

In order to understand alloy stabilization, a regular nanocrystalline solution (RNS)

model was introduced by Trelewicz and Schuh [36] using a regular solution ap-
proach. The free energy of an alloy can be determined from the internal energy,

U, by summing the energies of the bonds, and adding in the configurational en-

tropy. Murdoch et al. [2, 37] further developed an analytical approach based on

the RNS model to define an interaction parameter w describing the solute-solvent

bond energies in crystalline and grain boundary regions:

WAB EcAB +EB (4)

g = - + Egb
WABEAB 2 B 5

where E is the bond energy, the subscript denotes the chemical paring involved

and the superscript represents bonds across a grain boundary ('gb') or in the crys-

talline region ('c'). These interaction parameters are related to other physical pa-

rameters, such as the enthalpy of mixing and the enthalpy of grain boundary

segregation:

AHx = ZWaB (6)

gb 1

AHseg (bin) _ WAB __ B B _ AyA 7AAB [ IAB 2 2zt y T(7

where z is the coordination number, t is the grain boundary thickness, and fa is

the atomic volume. The grain boundary formation energy of pure component, A,

can be estimated:

YA =2 Eb - EcA) (8)

1.3.1 Simulation Method

A Lattice-based Monte Carlo (MC) method has been developed by Chookajorn

and Schuh [3] to capture the stability behavior and the solute-solvent interactions

19
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in a polycrystal configuration. As shown in Figure 3, each atom sitting at a lattice

site carries two pieces of information: chemical identity (solvent -A and solute - B)

and grain allegiance. The MC simulation considers nearest-neighbor interactions

only, thus there are six unique bond types, EA, EBB, EAB, El, Egb and El,

that can be calculated using Equation 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The total internal energy U

at constant pressure, volume, temperature, and entropy can be calculated:

U = E+n E(9
aH. bonds (9)
+(n9E9b +n9bEgb +n 9b E9b)

AAAA BB BB AB AB)

where n is the number of bonds. For simplicity, Chookajorn and Schuh [3]

further reduced the number of independent parameters by assuming equal like-

bond energies in crystalline regions, EA E , and grain boundaries, Eb =

Egb . By treating chemical configurations and grain boundary states as two vari-

ables, this Monte Carlo procedure explores configuration space through individ-

ual switch events, in which the event is accepted if energy-lowering or with prob-

ability from the partition function P = e ki if energy-raising. The acceptance of

a higher energy state helps the system to reach the lowest possible energy state

without being trapped in a local minimum. In this model, the partition function

can be related to thermodynamic quantities, i.e., entropy. Periodic boundary con-

ditions are applied on all three principal axes.

To access the energy minimizing nanostructure, the simulation should have

the freedom of adding or removing grain boundary area. Therefore, two types of

switching events, grain switching and atom switching, are permitted. In a grain

switching event, an atom can be selected randomly to change grain number if

it has one or more neighbors from different grains. This grain number is cho-

sen at random from nearest neighbor grains (grain growth mechanism) and a

unique grain number (nucleation mechanism). In an atom switching event, a so-

lute atom and a solvent atom are randomly chosen to exchange their chemical

identity while keeping everything else unchanged. The atom swap allows the

system to sample configurations with different grain boundary topologies [4].

To probe systematically all possible configurations in phase separating binary

alloys, the system is initialized at 10,000K followed by slow cooling with a cooling

rate at ".(TstePjTfina)* The system runs one MC step at each immediate temper-

ature, Tstep, until it converges to the final temperature. A simulation performs

20
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Grain I Grain 2

Grain 3

Figure 3: A schematic of the lattice-based Monte Carlo

developed by Chookajorn and Schuh [3, 4].

Q ChemicalIdentity

Grain
Allegiance

Crystalline Bond

Grain Boundary
Bond

model for nanocrystalline alloy

given a large number of MC steps (e.g., 100,000 MC steps), where each step corre-

sponding to an average of one switch event per atom across the entire system, to

ensure the total system energy reaches a steady state.

1.3.2 Binary Stability Map

This MC method serves as a great tool for estimating the enthalpically preferred

structural configuration. The resulting configurations provided by MC are able to

replicate a nanocrystalline state and a bulk state, where stable nanostructures are

not the most energetically favorable state. In addition, the Monte Carlo method

allows the synchronicity between the equilibration of both grain and chemical

structures, which provides access to unique configurations that are metastable.

Based on the MC results, Chookajorn and Schuh [3] proposed a binary stability

map outlining four distinct types of nanostructures (shown in Figure 4). The four

regions are divided by different boundary lines that provide the stability criteria

including metastable state [38].
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Figure 4: Nanostructure stability map for binary alloys shows four behavioral regimes

[3].

Metastability:

AHse (bin) AH-rix + ky (10)AAB >2 AB

Stability:
Ase g (bin) >AmiLx Iiy(11)
AAB >AAB+ Y

where k is a scaling factor to estimate the grain boundary area per atom.

The binary space is represented using the two most intuitive physical param-

eters, AH'ix and AHSe9.Four alloy systems (denoted A to D on the stability

map, Figure 4) are selected to represent the main regions including: bulk systems

(single crystal structure of solid solution or precipitation if solute concentration

exceeds the solubility limit), phase separated polycrystals (polycrystal morphol-
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Figure 5: Systems without stable nanostructured state at 500 0C. (a) Bulk systems show
solid solution and precipitation at various solute concentrations. (b) System ex-
hibits phase separated polycrystals without solute segregation tendency [3].

ogy contains randomly distributed solute precipitates and solvent grains), duplex
nanostructures (coexistence of nanoscale solvent and solute rich grains), classical
nanostructured systems (solute segregating at grain boundaries of solvent rich

grains).

Both bulk systems and phase separated polycrystals are unstable as nanostruc-
tured states. As shown in Figure 5, none of these systems are stable nanostruc-
tures, since grain boundary segregation is not expected to be energetically fa-
vored. A bulk system (denoted as system A in the binary stability map, Figure
4) is shown in Figure Sa. The system exhibits a solid solution structure in a single
grain below the solubility limit. At high enough alloying content, precipitation
occurs. In system B shown in Figure 5b, the system wants to maximize the num-
ber of like-atom crystalline bonds (e.g., EnA and EsB) instead of forming solid
solutions. In this regime, the equilibrium state is a polycrystal with phase separa-
tion.

With a greater value of A HS eg, the system falls in the metastable regime (marked
as system C in Figure 4). At finite temperature, the first activated state of the sys-
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Figure 6: Systems C shows duplex nanocrystalline structures at 500 'C. As concentration

of solute increases, the equilibrium state transfers from grain boundary segre-

gated state to the state with uniformly distributed solvent-rich and solute-rich

grains [3].

tem is that solutes segregate to the grain boundaries. Then, a second phase forms

at grain boundaries to reach the ground state. A duplex nanocrystalline struc-

ture with solute segregated at grain boundaries is shown in Figure 6. The overall

morphology is equilibrated in an entropically stabilized nanostructured condi-

tion. Whereas, enthalpic stabilization requires higher AHs e 9 that fulfills Equation
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Figure 7: Systems D shows fine-grained polycrystalline structure with solute segregated

grain boundaries at 500 'C. With increasing solute content, the average grain

size is smaller indicating the nanostructure can be controlled by concentration

of solute [3].

11 , when solute segregation at grain boundaries offers the lowest energy and

makes a nanoscale grain structure the ground state. The nanostructure examples

in this regime are shown in Figure 7, where grain boundaries are decorated by so-

lute. When more solute becomes available in the system, the grains become finer

to provide more grain boundary area for excess solute atoms.

This nanostructure stability map explored by Monte Carlo simulations can be

applied to design stable nanostructured alloys. Through an understanding of ther-

modynamics in binary nanocrystalline alloy systems, a stable fine grain structure

can be achieved by alloy selection. Using the stability selection criterion, Chooka-
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INTRODUCTION

jorn and Schuh [2] designed and demonstrated substantially enhanced stability

in a W-Ti alloy.

1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND STRUCTURE OF THESIS

By designing materials to have grain boundary segregated states that reduce the

excess energy of grain boundaries, we can access new equilibrium nanostruc-

tures. This thesis is aimed at investigating the design of nanostructured alloys in

ternary and multicomponent systems. Most of the current design guidelines are

limited to considering binary alloy selections, while there is an increasing need

to understand the structural stability and stable configurations of nanocrystalline

alloys with three or more components. Often, the impurity pick-up is involved

during materials processing, so the system unintentionally becomes multicompo-

nent. From an engineering design aspect, the ternary space is favored since binary

systems generally do not provide all the desired properties.

The research approach employed here is to explore for interesting configura-

tions in ternary alloys that are not possible in a binary system, and to study the

interaction between different solutes at a grain boundary. Induced co-segregation

at grain boundaries in ternary alloys will be addressed in particular detail in order

to understand such solute interaction behaviors. An alloy selection criterion to

stabilize nanocrystalline states in a ternary system is established for the first time,

which is applicable to screen alloy systems and accelerate design of nanocrys-

talline materials in general. This thesis is organized into three main parts to ad-

dress the posed research questions.

" Chapter 2: The accessible nanocrystalline configurational space is explored

in ternary and multicomponent systems. A thermodynamics based Monte

Carlo simulation is established for ternary alloys. The simulation is used to

show a few unique interesting configurations to illustrate the opportunities

for alloy design in nanostructured ternary alloys.

" Chapter 3: The existing observations of the segregation behavior in mul-

ticomponent systems are summarized to demonstrate the complexity of

grain boundary chemistry design. While the grain boundary segregation

tendency is simply controlled by a single solute in binary alloys, the in-
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teraction between solutes is an important factor that influences the overall

segregation performance in ternary systems. A theoretical thermodynamic

model is developed to reasonably estimate the grain boundary segrega-

tion behavior by considering the effective segregation tendency contributed

from the interactions between solutes. One ternary alloy is selected based

on predictions to show induced co-segregation behavior.

Chapter 4: The approach in designing a stable nanocrystalline ternary al-

loy is demonstrated based on the binary stability design map. The thermal

stability of a selected nanocrystalline alloy, Pt-Au-Pd, is examined in detail.

Post-annealing structures are characterized to gain more understanding of

the average grain size and chemical segregation state. A thermodynamic

nanostructure stabilization relationship is introduced for ternary alloys to

help the design process of nanocrystalline materials in multicomponent sys-

tems.
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2
EXPLORATION OF PREFERRED NANOCRYSTALLINE

CONFIGURATIONS IN TERNARY AND MULTICOMPONENT

ALLOYS

In nanocrystalline alloys, a range of configurations can have low energies when

solute atoms have favorable interactions with interfaces. Whereas binary nanos-

tructured alloys have been well studied as shown in Chapter 1, in Chapter 2 we

lay groundwork for the computational thermodynamic exploration of alloy con-

figurations in multicomponent nanocrystalline alloys.

Multicomponent nanostructured systems are shown to occupy a vast space,

with many topological possibilities not accessible in binary systems, and where

the large majority of interesting configurations will be missed by a regular so-

lution approximation. We explore one interesting ternary case in which the first

alloying element stabilizes grain boundaries, and the second forms nano-sized

precipitates [39].

2.1 TOPOLOGICAL COMPLEXITY IN TERNARY ALLOYS

The role of the spatial distribution of alloying elements (i.e. the alloy configu-

ration) on the stability of nanostructured systems has been widely studied in

binary alloys, using a variety of approaches that include ideal solution, regular

solution, or other configurational assumptions [3, 4, 37, 40, 41, 42, 43]. The lattice

Monte Carlo approach of Chookajorn and Schuh [3] permitted a more stochas-

tic approach to alloy configuration without enforcing ideality or regularity, and

produced a similar set of predictions. This included the identification of four dif-

ferent classes of stable binary states in positive enthalpy of mixing systems: a

grain boundary segregated state, a duplex state with both grain boundary segre-

gation and solute precipitation, a state with no grain boundary segregation but

with solute precipitation, and a bulk state with phase separation. The nanocrys-

talline states are not predictable from a bulk phase diagram, but result from the
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TERNARY AND MULTICOMPONENT ALLOYS

possibility that the solute atoms can segregate to grain boundaries and attain a
different energetic state than in any bulk phase.
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Figure 8: The number of distinct alloy configuration classes based on the number of al-

loying elements in the system. This is calculated considering all pairwise bond

energies (full rank), and also considering only the lowest 'r' bond energies (rank
'r').

In ternary alloys where interface states are allowed, the number of different

accessible nanostructure configurations is expected to be substantially larger, be-

cause the topological complexity available with three species is much higher, and

the two solute elements can have additional interactions that lead to nontrivial
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configurations. Consider, as an example, an alloy characterized by simple nearest-

neighbor pairwise interactions among elements A, B, and C. If the neighbor pairs

are also subclassified as either crystalline (superscript 'c') or grain boundary (su-

perscript 'gb') bonds, then a binary system would have six different bond ener-

gies, EC EC C gb E gEgb, while a ternary one would require thoseAA' BB' EAB' AA' BB' AB'

plus an additional six, ECC, E~c, EC C, Egb , 9 b Eb . Since the relative magni-
tudes of these energies should determine the equilibrium configuration, the addi-

tion of more terms leads to an even more drastic increase in the number of relative

orderings of the energies they represent. In general a total of n(+1) bonds in an n-

ary nanocrystalline alloy system result in a total of [n(+1 )1! different bond energy

orderings, and by extension unique configurational classes. Applying the con-

straint that the like-atom grain boundary bonds should always have a higher en-

ergy than the like-atom crystalline bonds, we estimate that a maximum of +1!

different alloy configuration classes exist in nanostructured n-ary alloys.

The black circular data points in Figure 8 show the consequence of this scaling

for n-ary alloys; we immediately see that the ternary problem in nanocrystalline

alloys is many orders of magnitude more complicated than the binary problem,

in the number of nominally distinct system configurations that are achievable.

On the other hand, we may also expect some significant degeneracy among these

states; in any given ordering of the bond energies we might imagine that only the

lowest ones are relevant to the equilibrium structure, and higher energies will cor-

respond only to activated states that are rarely, if ever, sampled, and only when

entropy or geometric constraints from other elements are important. For example,

the four clearly distinct configurations reported by Chookajorn and Schuh in the

binary alloy model were dictated by only the two lowest bond energies for each

element [3], as compared to the nominal 200 predicted in Figure 8. If we limit

our discussion to the number of orderings of the r lowest-energy bonds for each

element in the system (r denoting the "rank" of the bond orders considered), the

number of states is considerably reduced. This is also shown in Figure 8, where

we count the number of subsets of size r of the bond energy set, and all permuta-

tions within those subsets under the constraint that E9b > E' for like-atom bonds

of all elements.

An algorithm that enumerates the number of distinct bond orderings is pro-

vided in Appendix A, and the results of such calculations are shown for different
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ranks in Figure 8. As expected, focusing attention on the most energetically favor-

able terms reduces the number of possible distinct nanostructured alloy config-

urations dramatically. However, the main point remains: the ternary problem is

more than an order of magnitude more complicated than the binary one in any

case, and adding components to the problem raises the number of possible config-

urations exponentially. Of the 2016 different combinations in the 2nd rank ternary

model, 1854 could be nanocrystalline states (i.e. at least one of the two lowest-

energy bonds of an element is a grain boundary bond), and thus a large space

of interesting nanostructures may exist as thermodynamic equilibrium states that

have yet to be explored.

On the other hand, we can consider the number of distinct nanostructural

configurations that may be achieved under the regular solution assumption, i.e.,

forced random mixing. The regular solution assumption only allows for grain

boundary segregation and solid solution states, and does not permit ordering; it

therefore can address only very few configurations compared to an unconstrained

system. So far as we are aware, the only works considering multinary nanostruc-

tured systems have relied on this simplifying assumption [41] or an even stricter

assumption of ideal solution behavior [32], but in addition to being physically

questionable, we see in Figure 8 that the regular solution simplification misses

much of the interesting complexity in multinary systems. Hundreds or thousands

of distinct configurations are possible when mixing is permitted to be nonrandom,

and we expect that this is the most interesting space for investigation of ternary

nanostructured alloys.

2.2 ONE CASE STUDY - UNIQUE CONFIGURATIONS IN TERNARY ALLOYS

The results in Figure 8 motivate greater study of ternary and multinary nanos-

tructured alloys, and imply a rich array of alloy configurations that could be

of scientific and technological value. However, they also show that the space

of possibilities is vast and complicated, so thermodynamic methodologies that

can both rapidly scan the space while capturing the most essential physical fea-

tures and avoiding the most limiting assumptions are needed to address this

problem. We propose that lattice Monte Carlo simulations of the kind first pro-

posed by Chookajorn and Schuh [3] and applied to a number of binary systems
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[44, 45, 46, 47, 48] may contribute to the rapid assessment of the ternary and

multinary alloy configuration space. Rather than address the entire space in the

present letter, we take a first step to illustrate the opportunities for alloy design in

nanostructured ternary alloys. We perform a case study where the majority solute

(B) prefers a bulk, phase separated microstructure and anti-segregates from grain

boundaries in the solvent (A), while the minority solute (C) has a strong prefer-

ence for grain boundary segregation and prefers a nanocrystalline state. Accord-

ingly, the bond energy order chosen is:

Egb > Ecgb > E9b >E B > EAC/BC > Ecc > EC > Ec > Efc (12)

The bond energies can be related to actual alloy systems according to the en-

thalpy of mixing and enthalpy of grain boundary segregation for each element

pair, as per the method in Ref. [3], where increasing the enthalpy of grain bound-

ary segregation of an element pair generally leads to a decrease in the correspond-

ing grain boundary pairwise bond energy and increasing the enthalpy of mixing

leads to an increase in the corresponding crystalline pairwise bond energy. Here,

the bond energies (shown in Table 1) are chosen to reflect enthalpies of mixing of

AHB =- AHnx = AHi = 20kJ/mol and enthalpies of grain boundary segre-

gation of AH"9 = -45kJ/mot, AHscg = 65kJ/mot, and AHs9 = 10kJ/moL.

Table 1: Bond energies for corresponding simulations.

Corresponding Bond energy [meV/bond]

Figures E A Ec E c E c E b Eb Egb Eb Eb
EC BB CC A AC/BC AA/BB cc AB AC BC

Figure 9 and IIc 0 31.2 25.9 41.5 50 81.2 218.4 -51 91.5

Figure 11a 0 31.2 25.9 41.5 50 81.2 218.4 -51 91.5

Figure 11b 0 31.2 -25.9 41.5 50 81.2 114.7 -51 91.5

Figure Ild 0 31.2 25.9 41.5 50 81.2 44.8 -51 91.5

We use the Monte Carlo method of Chookajorn and Schuh [3] to identify the

equilibrium alloy configuration of this system. In this approach, each lattice site

has a chemical identity - either an A, B, or C atom - and a grain number such that

adjacent lattice sites with different grain numbers have a grain boundary pair-

wise bond energy. Two Monte Carlo events are used to explore the configuration
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Figure 9: (a) A schematic of the solvent-rich portion of the ternary composition space

with (b) corresponding equilibrated nanostructures (B atoms in black, C atoms

in white, and colors denote different grain allegiance).
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space of this alloy: an atom swap where two different types of atoms are ran-

domly swapped, and a grain swap where the lattice sites at the grain boundary

can change their grain number to that of an adjacent grain or take on an entirely

new grain number. For this study, compound forming alloys are not considered

in order to avoid the need for compound units and multi-body interactions [49].
Starting from a very high temperature of 10,000 K and slowly lowering it to 773 K
through 100,000 Monte Carlo steps, the simulation equilibrates at the lowest free

energy alloy configuration considering both nanocrystalline and single crystalline

alloy configurations on a 200 x 200 x 6 BCC lattice. Although the simulations are

three dimensional, we show two dimensional cut sections throughout the paper.

The Python code for this simulation is provided in Appendix B and for more de-

tails the reader is referred to the original work of Chookajorn and Schuh [3] that

is summarized in Chapter 1.

Figure 9a shows the solvent-rich corner of the ternary phase diagram under

consideration, along with a series of nanostructures equilibrated at 500 'C at a

variety of compositions in Figure 9b. The A-B binary edge of this system has a

bulk, phase separated ground state, and at 500 'C exhibits solubility of B in A

to a saturation limit around 5 at.%. Conversely, the A-C binary edge evolves a

grain boundary segregated nanocrystalline state, wherein smaller average grain

sizes are stabilized with increasing amounts of solute C. This behavior is denoted

by Chookajorn and Schuh [3] as a "classical nanostructure" and is the most well-

studied case of a grain boundary segregation-stabilized nanostructure in the liter-

ature.

In the ternary alloy, the binary A-B and A-C states appear to roughly superim-

pose; the equilibrated states that emerge in Figure 9b all exhibit grain boundaries

decorated with C and B-rich precipitates. In fact, the equilibrium grain size is ap-

parently prescribed by the concentration of C, declining in a manner similar to

that seen in the A-C binary system and essentially independent of the amount

of B. However, the C-enforced nanocrystalline state disrupts the tendency for B

to aggregate into a single precipitate as favored by the bulk thermodynamics of

the A-B binary. Instead, element B forms nano-precipitates within nano-grains de-

fined by C-rich boundaries. Due to the grain boundary anti-segregating tendency

of B, a core-shell structure within the grains forms with the region of A atoms
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Figure 10: (a) The internal energy of equilibrated nanostructured states (2 at.% C atoms)

are compared to equilibrated single crystal states at different concentrations of

B; (b) the internal energies are broken down to each element for the 20 at.% B

and 2 at.% C alloy.
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2.3 CORE-SHELL AND DUAL-PHASE NANO-DUPLEX STRUCTURES

separating the precipitate of B atoms from the grain boundary which is saturated

with C atoms (shown more clearly in Figure 11c).

The energetic preference for a nanostructured state in this ternary alloy is con-

firmed by comparing the internal energy of this structure with that of an equi-
librated structure in a single crystal as shown in Figure 10. The single crystal
reference state is assessed at the same composition by equilibrating a structure in

which interfacial states are not allowed and a single grain number is enforced over

the whole structure. Overall, it is clear that the system favors the formation of a

nano-structured state due to the substantial energetic benefit for C atoms to reside

at grain boundary sites. It is further noted that all elements receive an energetic

benefit from forming the nanostructure in this case: since C atoms are no longer

dissolved in the A matrix, A atoms see an energetic relief; and B atoms, though

forced to form a number of nano-precipitates instead of one coarsened precipitate,

form a larger total volume of B precipitate, which lowers the internal energy of B.

The increase in precipitation is attributed to the unique core shell grain structure,

where 15% of the lattice sites are occupied by grain boundary atoms. As a result,

B atoms are only able to occupy 85% of the system, which increases the effective

supersaturation of B, leading to more precipitation. In addition, although solute C

prefers to segregate to the grain boundaries and solute B prefers anti-segregation,

we do not find that the presence of B negates the energy reduction of the grain

boundaries of A due to the presence of C, as has been previously expected analyt-

ically (6) based on a regular solution assumption. This is due to the independence

of B and C and their ability to locally order in non-regular arrangements that are

energy lowering.

2.3 CORE-SHELL AND DUAL-PHASE NANO-DUPLEX STRUCTURES

In terms of the bond energy framework, the lowest two bond energies for each

element largely dictate the formation of the duplex grain structure in Figure 9b.

Specifically, C atoms at grain boundaries are preferred by Eg' < EA (for A)

and Egb < EcC (for C) whereas second phase B precipitation is favored byAC

EBB < EAB (for B). Different possible 2nd rank orders will, in most cases, pro-

duce different equilibrium configurations; for instance,
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a. when the two lowest bond energies for A and C are crystalline with a ten-

dency to phase separate - E'A < E' C and E' C < E'C - a nanocrystalline state

is no longer the minimum free energy configuration and bulk thermodynamics

prevails.

b. when the lowest bond energies for B are reversed to be E'B < E'B, solute

precipitates of B no longer form.

(a)

(c)i

(b)

(d)

Figure 11: The microstructures of ternary systems with 20 at.% B (presented in black) and

2 at.% C (shown in white) at 500 'C, and with different bond orders due to dif-

ferent mixing enthalpies, where (a) and (b) are a result of 2nd rank variations

of the system in Figure 9 (displayed in Figure 1ic), and (d) is the result of a 4th

rank variation. The corresponding bond energies are shown in Table 1.

These two cases are respectively shown explicitly in Figure 11a and b, where

AH9 is lowered to 21 kJ/mol for the first case and AH"X is lowered to -20 kJ/-

mol for the second, with all other thermodynamic parameters maintained from

the simulations in Figure 9 (corresponding bond energies shown in Tablel).
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However, considering all 2nd rank orders in this alloy is not necessarily suffi-

cient either, and one such case is shown in Figure 11c-d. The microstructure in Fig-

ure I1c is the same as the one in Figure 9 (XB = 0.2, xc = 0.02), with a core-shell

duplex grain structure. Alternatively, the enthalpy of grain boundary segregation

of B could be positive, which changes the bond energy order in Equation 13 from
Egb > Eb to Egb < E gb

AB AA/BB AB AA/BB

EB C> Ec > Egb > E-9 > EC > Ecc > EgA > ECAA/BB > E 9 (13)EBC C AA/BB AB 'AC/BC CA

This produces a microstructure without the "core-shell" grain structure, as shown

in Figure ld (Ali is increased to 22 kJ/mol), where the precipitates of B are

now in direct contact with grain boundaries and in addition now interact with

C. The lowest two bond energies for each element are the same in both cases,

and it is not until the 4th lowest bond energy of B is considered that the dif-

ference between these two classes of microstructure is explained: the bond en-

ergy orders for B become EcB < EC < EBCc < Egb (Figure 11b) instead of

EcB <EB < EBCc < Eg. Such a high bond energy becomes relevant in this

situation because the presence of grain boundaries is imposed by solute C; thus

the grain boundary bond energies (i.e. whether B segregates or anti-segregates)

become relevant, whereas in a binary nanocrystalline alloy such a case cannot

exist since the single solute element must stabilize the grain boundaries.

2.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have evaluated the relative complexity and flexibility afforded

in nanostructure design by traversing from simple binary to multicomponent sys-

tems. In ternary and higher order alloys, many unique microstructures are ex-

pected to become thermodynamically plausible, with complex topologies that are

not amenable to simple mean-field or regular solution modeling. Combinations

of elements with complementary roles in shaping the microstructure should open

the door to new design strategies as well.

Extending from binary Monte Carlo simulations shown in Chapter 1, our Monte

Carlo simulations developed for ternary systems herein show a few interesting

examples from among the many thousand that are nominally possible, including
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core-shell grain boundary segregated states and dual-phase nano-duplex struc-

tures in which the length scale is set by the ternary addition. In light of the recent

rising interest in impurity effects in nanostructured alloys [32, 46, 47, 50, 51], a

simple non-regular multinary model such as the one presented here could pro-

vide significant insight on necessarily complex experiments in this space. It is

hoped that future work can further develop the range of viable multinary nanos-

tructures and seek them in the laboratory.
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3
SOLUTE INTERACTION EFFECTS ON GRAIN BOUNDARY

SEGREGATION

In Chapter 2, we have laid the groundwork to explore alloy configurations in

multicomponent nanocrystalline alloys. One ternary case has shown a unique

configuration that was not accessible in binary systems.

In polycrystalline materials, the segregation of elements to grain boundaries

can be harmful, e.g., embrittling the grain boundary, or helpful, e.g., strengthen-

ing the grain boundary or stabilizing nanocrystalline states, depending on the

alloying elements present. While the grain boundary segregation tendency in

binary alloys can be reasonably estimated, the effect of additional elements on

this equilibrium remains largely speculative, making it difficult to design the

grain boundary chemistry of multicomponent alloys. In Chapter 3, using a lattice-

model framework and Monte Carlo simulations, we develop a first-order theoret-

ical framework with which the grain boundary segregation behavior in ternary

alloys can be estimated based on the thermodynamic properties of the constituent

binary systems, by estimating interaction between different solute types at grain

boundaries. We then experimentally study grain boundary segregation in the Pt-

Au-Pd system as a case study. In line with our predictions, this system exhibits

induced co-segregation of Pd to grain boundaries at 400 'C, driven by the pres-

ence of Au.

3.1 GRAIN BOUNDARY SEGREGATION BEHAVIOR

Solute enrichment at grain boundaries is common in many alloy systems, as the

excess volume and diversity of atomic configurations at a grain boundary can

often provide a lower energy environment for solute species as compared to the

host lattice. Understanding the tendency of an alloying element to segregate to

grain boundaries can be an important consideration in designing a material, as
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it can affect many properties including fracture toughness [52, 53, 541, plasticity

[55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60], and microstructural stability [2, 23, 28, 61, 62].

For fundamental studies of grain boundary segregation, binary alloy systems

are typically preferred for their simplicity: they isolate the tendency of a single

solute element to segregate to grain boundaries in a given solvent host. How-

ever, engineering alloys generally contain more than two elements. Additional

elements are often necessary to achieve desired material properties, or may be

present as impurities derived from processing. Whereas multinary interactions in

bulk phases are now routinely modeled in developing ternary and multicompo-

nent phase diagrams [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 681, the interaction of multiple solute types

at interfaces is far less developed as a research area despite being established as

an important pathway to optimize structural materials.

For example, ternary additions can compete for grain boundary sites and thus

repel embrittling elements that would otherwise segregate to grain boundaries.

This is a ternary grain boundary segregation effect commonly pursued in mi-

croalloying of steels [69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. For example, in such steels P offers

exceptional strengthening, but the grain boundary segregation of P can embrit-

tle prior austenitic grain boundaries. The addition of a ternary element such as

Mn, Ti, W, or C has been observed to substantially decrease the segregation of P

to grain boundaries, thus allowing the development of steels that benefit from P

solid solution strengthening while mitigating the level of grain boundary embrit-

tlement [69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 781.

Alternatively, a ternary element can, in principle, increase the segregation ten-

dency of the other solute species, which has been referred to as synergistic co-

segregation [53, 70, 79]. This effect has not been studied in detail as it has only re-

cently been more widely realized as a useful property, particularly in developing

nanocrystalline alloys with stability against grain growth and strengthened grain

boundaries [80]. Recently, Roy et al. illustrated this effect in nanocrystalline Cu-

Al alloys, where Cu-Al-Zr and Cu-Al-Y alloys show improved stability against

grain growth of a nanocrystalline state in contrast to Cu-Al due to presence of Y

and Zr [80].

In addition to the above effects, a ternary addition can of course also have no

discernible effect on the grain boundary segregation of the base binary pair. This
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would appear to be the case in systems such Fe-Sb-C [81], where the amount of

Sb segregated to grain boundaries is independent of the level of C in the steel.

Table 2, 3, and 4 summarize a number of ternary alloy studies of grain boundary

segregation, where the solute interaction effects on grain boundary segregation

are categorized into the three existing types described above: decreasing the seg-

regation tendency (site competition / repulsive interaction), increasing the segre-

gation tendency (synergistic co-segregation), or having no effect on the segrega-

tion tendency of the other solute element.

Table 2: 1. Summary of existing experimental observations of segregation behavior in

ternary systems categorized by the type of solute-solute interaction present.

Ternary System Category Ref.

Fe-C-P site competition / repulsive interaction [69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74]

Fe-C-S site competition / repulsive interaction [82, 83]

Fe-Mn-S site competition / repulsive interaction [75, 76]

Fe-Mn-Se site competition / repulsive interaction [77]

Fe-Mn-Te site competition / repulsive interaction [77]

Fe-Mo-P site competition / repulsive interaction [52, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92]

Fe-N-S site competition / repulsive interaction [82]

Fe-Nb-As site competition / repulsive interaction [77, 93]

Fe-Nb-P site competition / repulsive interaction [77, 94]

Fe-Nb-Sn site competition / repulsive interaction [77, 93]

Fe-Ti-P site competition / repulsive interaction [78]

Fe-Ti-Sb site competition / repulsive interaction [78]

Fe-V-P site competition / repulsive interaction [77]

Fe-W-P site competition / repulsive interaction [77]

Fe-Zr-P site competition / repulsive interaction [77]

These experimental observations and segregation categories are mostly based

on comparing the performance between a single binary system and the ternary

system with an additional element. This approach overlooks the second binary
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Table 3: 11. Summary of existing experimental observations of segregation behavior in

ternary systems categorized by the type of solute-solute interaction present.

Ternary System Category Ref.

Cu-Al-Zr synergistic co-segregation [80]

Cu-Al-Y synergistic co-segregation [80]

Fe-Cr-C synergistic co-segregation [95, 96]

Fe-Cr-Sb synergistic co-segregation [79, 81]

Fe-Cr-Sn synergistic co-segregation [77]

Fe-Cr-Zr synergistic co-segregation [97, 98]

Fe-Cu-P synergistic co-segregation [99]

Fe-Mn-C synergistic co-segregation [95, 96, 100]

Fe-Mn-P synergistic co-segregation [101, 102]

Fe-Mn-Sb synergistic co-segregation [101, 102]

Fe-Mn-Sn synergistic co-segregation [77]

Fe-Nb-C synergistic co-segregation [89]

Fe-Ni-P synergistic co-segregation [79, 103]

Fe-Ni-Sb synergistic co-segregation [79, 81, 103, 104, 105]

Fe-Ni-Sn synergistic co-segregation [103]

Fe-Ni-Zr synergistic co-segregation [97, 98]

Fe-Ti-B synergistic co-segregation [92]

Ni-Fe-Pb synergistic co-segregation [97]

system that makes up the ternary alloy, i.e. the binary system of the solvent and

the ternary addition, which is necessary context for interpreting the segregation

behavior of the ternary element itself. To understand the effect of considering

both binary systems composing the ternary alloy, we systematically organized

this space by categorizing all possible segregation behavior in ternary systems

based on the corresponding segregation behavior in binaries Figure 12.

As shown in the first row of Figure 12, there are three possible combinations

of segregation behavior in the binary systems: both solutes segregate to grain
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Table 4: 111. Summary of existing experimental observations of segregation behavior in
ternary systems categorized by the type of solute-solute interaction present.

Ternary System Category Ref.

Fe-Cr-P no interaction [70, 74]

Fe-Ni-C no interaction [81]

Fe-Sb-C no interaction [81]

Fe-Sn-S no interaction [75]

boundaries, only one solute segregates, or neither solute segregates in the two

binary systems. The ternary system can similarly be bucketed into the same three

types of behavior, where both solutes segregate, only one solute segregates, or

neither solute segregates in the ternary system. This leads to a total of nine ways

in which ternary segregation can be classified that depends on knowing the seg-

regation behavior of the two binary systems.

The advantage of this system of classification is that it can speak to the inter-

action between the solutes leading to the observed ternary segregation behavior.

For instance, the ternary segregation behavior within any row in Figure 12 is ex-

actly the same, but depending on the binary behavior the mechanism responsible

for producing the ternary state can be very different. For instance, if both solutes

segregate in the ternary system (first row of Figure 12), it is possible that two so-

lutes do not interact significantly as both solutes segregated in the binary system

(co-segregation) or that one or both solutes segregate due to the presence of the

other solute (induced or synergistic co-segregation). Knowing that one solute seg-

regates or does not segregate in the binary system is insufficient to understand

whether there is an attractive force between solutes driving the segregation of

both elements to the grain boundary. The grain boundary segregation tendency

in the ternary system depends on the interaction coefficient between two kinds of

solutes within the grain boundary as well as in the grains, which the categories

in Figure 12 can help resolve.

In this study, we develop a framework to estimate the interaction coefficient

for solutes at a grain boundary and determine the effective segregation tendency

for solutes in a ternary system. We then explore a specific ternary system, Pt-Pd-
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corresponding binaries.

Au, expected by our framework to present induced co-segregation as defined in

Figure 12, through both Monte Carlo simulations and thin-film experiments.

3.2 LATTICE MODEL

In the spirit of developing a very simple, tractable model that also captures the

most essential physics of ternary effects on grain boundary segregation, we con-

sider a lattice treatment found useful in prior works for studying grain boundary

segregation of binary alloys [2, 3, 6, 37, 38, 39, 44, 49].The lattice model is useful for
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the present work for two reasons. First, a simple enthalpic view of grain boundary

segregation using analytical bond counting methods is tractable on the lattice but

still meaningful without the need to make regular solution assumptions. Second,

in a later section we implement a Monte Carlo computation on the same lattice

with parameterizations that can connect directly to experiments; this approach al-

lows us to consider entropy and finite temperatures, for better comparison with

experiments.

Our lattice model employs a simple bicrystal structure where a lattice with pe-

riodic boundaries on all three principal axes is notionally bisected by an artificial
'grain boundary' where all of the bond energies are adjusted to permit distinct

grain boundary states. In this system, each lattice site is occupied by one of the

elements, A (solvent), B (first solute) or C (second solute). Bonds between atoms

are handled in a pairwise fashion, and are denoted with subscripts in what fol-

lows using the elements involved, e.g., like bonds AA, BB, CC, and unlike pairs

such as AB, AC, etc. Each bond has a type as well, being either a 'bulk' or 'crys-

talline' bond (denoted with a superscript 'c') when the two atoms are on the same

side of the grain boundary, and a 'gb' bond when they lie across the grain bound-

ary plane from one another (denoted with a superscript 'gb'). The situation is

schematized in Figure 13 in 2D, although we implement the model in 3D; the vi-

sualization here corresponds to a 3D FCC lattice model shown in a cut looking on

the (100) plane.

This model can be employed with bonds out to arbitrary distances and incor-

porating as many neighbors as desired, but for simplicity in the present case we

limit the discussion to a nearest-neighbor pairwise description. Thus, the crys-

talline alloy bond energies (EAB) is related to the bulk enthalpy of mixing as [3]:

At ICi AA EzEAH = B = Z(EA -BB (14)AB A 2
where z represents the coordination number (e.g. 12 for FCC) and WA B

EcB - EA+EsB and the grain boundary bond energies for a pure component (e.g.
'A') can be to the areal grain boundary energy as [3]:

=2 A (EK +E ) (15)

where t is the grain boundary thickness and fA is the atomic volume. In pre-

vious uses of this bicrystal lattice model, the unlike grain boundary bond ener-
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Figure 13: Schematic of ground state (T = 0 K) configurations with a fixed grain boundary

(red dash line) in an FCC lattice model (blue/pink: solvent in different grains,

black: solute B, green open circle: solute C). The ground states represent posi-

tive enthalpy of grain boundary segregation systems for a) an A-B binary sys-

tem; b) an A-C binary system and c) an A-B-C ternary system where B more

strongly segregates to the grain boundary.

gies (Esb) have been combined into a grain boundary interaction energy, AB=
Eb E b+Eg

EA - 2 BB, and connected to the macroscopic enthalpy of grain boundary
segregation as [3]:

AHq(bin) C A[B~ -BT -~_{2 f2AY%
AB I AB 22zt I

(16)

There is, however, a shortcoming in this treatment in that it defines the like-

atom grain boundary bond (Enb) in terms of the grain boundary energy in a

pure B matrix. Figure 13a shows the ground state binary bicrystal with a grain

boundary saturated with B atoms. In this system the B atoms should still carry

an energy that is related to the enthalpy of solute segregation of B in the pure A

phase, whereas the above treatment would give these B-B bonds an energy related

to the grain boundary energy of a pure B system.
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We therefore introduce the following modification to the lattice grain boundary

model. We propose to define just one type of grain boundary bond per atom-type

using the energy of bonds for A atoms at the grain boundary to reproduce the ref-

erence areal grain boundary energy following Equation 15. In our new definition

we use a half bond for each atom, for instance, atom A sitting at grain boundary

site it will have E gb if the bond is going to across the grain boundary. In such case,

the bond between two atom A across grain boundary would be 2 E!9' = Eb. Sim-A -AA

ilarly, the energy of a B (or C) atom at the boundary is now defined as Egb and

Egb, and incorporates both the defect energy and the chemical interaction (segre-

gation) energy of the solute at the grain boundary.

The solute bond energies at grain boundaries can now be ascertained by con-

sidering the lattice model shown in Figure 13a with a fully solute saturated grain

boundary using the approach of Kalidindi and Schuh [38].The enthalpy of segre-

gation of this solute at this grain boundary is equal to the change in energy of the

system when one solute atom is replaced by a solvent atom at the grain boundary

(desegregating a single solute atom from grain boundary). For this specific lattice

model, with a grain boundary on the 100 plane of an FCC structure, this exercise

gives:

AHse (bin) = 4 (E b +3E - ESb - ECB - 2Ei) (17)

We will generalize the coefficients in this expression later to account for other

grain boundary structures. An analogous exercise gives the enthalpy of segrega-

tion for C to the grain boundary of A in the binary A-C system:

AHi q(bin) =4(E9b+3Ec _ Egb - EcC -2EcAA) (18)

With these definitions, the unary A system as well as the binary A-B and A-

C systems exhibit self-consistent grain boundary energetics that connect to the

macroscopic grain boundary energy of A and the heats of grain boundary seg-

regation of B and C in A. To now proceed to evaluate the segregation behavior

for the ternary A-B-C system, where there are six crystalline bonds (EcA EcB,

EC, EcB, E~c, E~c) and three grain boundary bonds (E9b, Egb, Ebb). We per-

form the same procedure as above for the binary case, but now for a ternary alloy.

However, in a ternary system, the B and C elements interact with each other at

the grain boundaries, so the effective segregation enthalpies of these solutes will
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not generally be the same as in the binary case. We propose that such element

interactions at the grain boundary be estimated based on the bulk enthalpies of

mixing, in the present model based on the in-plane bonds along the grain bound-

ary being of 'bulk' or 'crystalline' type. The effective enthalpy of grain boundary

segregation for a particular solute now depends on the atomic configuration at

the grain boundary. In cases where both alloying elements are weakly segregat-

ing, the enthalpy of grain boundary segregation for each solute is expected to be

the same as in the A-B and A-C binary alloys, because the B and C solute do not

interact much at the grain boundary. However, if at least one element is strongly

segregating to the grain boundary then many of the atoms at the grain boundary

are solutes and thus the two segregating solutes interact at the grain boundary

affecting the enthalpy of segregation of the segregating elements. For such cases

we consider a lattice system with the configuration shown in Figure 13c, where

the grain boundary will have a high excess concentration of one solute, e.g. so-

lute B, so that the other solute's (solute C's) segregation tendency depends on

the interaction energy between B and C atoms. Taking the difference in energy

between the two configurations in Figure 13c, we can determine the enthalpy of

grain boundary segregation for the C element in the ternary system:

AHseg-eff =4E 9 +4Ec 8Ec 4Eb4E -8E
AC A BACA

=Al (bin) 4wcB -4wc -4w~c (19)
seq~in) 1 11

= AHse(n+l AHim 1 -A~flx - -AH CxAC 3 AB 3 AC 3 B

This equation provides a mapping between the effective enthalpy of grain bound-

ary segregation for C atoms in the binary A-C system to C atoms in the ternary

A-B-C system as a function of the binary enthalpies of mixing of the A, B, and C

elements. The choice in the lattice used for describing the coordination of atoms

is somewhat arbitrary, and what leads to the 1/3 coefficient in front of each of the

terms. In general, these constants vary depending on the real atomic coordination

at the grain boundary. Thus, the general form of Equation 19 is:

AH eg--f =AH(bin) aAHix -bAHmX - cAHm x (20)ACACAAC B

where the constants a, b, and c are positive numbers which are not greater than

unity.
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In Equation 20, the enthalpy of mixing terms affect the solute segregation be-

havior in an intuitive way. When B strongly segregates to the grain boundary,

a large positive value for AH111 will repel C from the grain boundary and lead

to a lower AH jeff. On the other hand, a negative value for AH"X will make it

more favorable for C to reside at the grain boundary, leading to a higher AHseff

Similarly, the smaller the AH"X, the more desirable it is for C to simply reside in

the crystalline phase and avoid the grain boundary.

Our use of bulk enthalpies of mixing here makes it difficult to consider the

effect of non-metallic elements, which dominate much of the embrittlement lit-

erature, since Miedema models are not considered sufficiently accurate for these

systems [6]. However, Equation 19 performs reasonably well for the three purely

metallic systems in Table 2, 3, and 4, as shown in Table 5, in identifying which

systems are expected to exhibit site competition versus those with co-segregation.

The model can also in principle predict the extent of the effect, but this is hard

to quantify without more focused consideration of entropic effects and more de-

tailed experimental study. For this reason, we now proceed to design a focused

experiment aimed at more quantitatively evaluating grain boundary segregation

in a specific ternary system.

3.3 DESIGNING AN ALLOY SYSTEMS WITH INDUCED CO-SEGREGATION

We are interested in identifying a ternary alloy system that exhibits a nontrivial,

additive ternary grain boundary segregation effect, and more specifically seek

a system where we might quantitatively explore induced grain boundary co-

segregation of one solute upon another. We therefore sought a base alloy pair in

which there is a known first solute that is a strong grain boundary segregator, and

a ternary addition (second solute) that may be induced to co-segregate to grain

boundaries. In order to minimize impurities, and specifically, to avoid oxidation

during processing, we limited our experimental design to noble metals.

As a base binary for this work, the Pt-Au system was selected due to the strong

grain boundary segregation tendency of Au in Pt, predicted theoretically in Ref.

[6] and verified experimentally [5] by Argibay et al. as showing strong grain

boundary segregation at 500 'C. Beginning from this system, we used Equation

19 to screen the space of ternary additions with estimates for the AH"'X and
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Table 5: Verification calculations of ternary segregation tendencies using existing experi-

mental observations and Miedema estimates based on Refs. [6] for enthalpies of

mixing for metallic elements. The three synergistic co-segregation systems have

an increase in the segregation tendency in the ternary system while the site com-

petition system has a decrease in the segregation tendency according to Equation

19.

Fe-Ni-Zr Cu-Al-Y Fe-Nb-Sn Pt-Au-Pd

predicted A-B desegregate desegregate segregate segregate

(binaries) A-C segregate segregate segregate desegregate

predicted induced induced site induced

behavior co-segregation co-segregation competition co-segregation

observed (induced) (induced) site induced

behavior co-segregation co-segregation competition co-segregation

Ref. [97, 98] [80] [77, 93] This work

AH"X -4.9 -51.4 -23.0 19.3

AH"X -35.2 31.1 92.3 8.2

AHg2Jx -118.2 -124.7 -25.5 -6.7 [106]

AHs eg-ef - AH sec(bin) 49.5 14.1 -30.1 5.9
AC AC__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

AHsC9 of the set of ternary combinations of noble metals from Refs. [6]. Based

on this screening, Pd was expected to be a strong candidate for exhibiting syner-

gistic co-segregation with Au. Having a low value of AH"LP', Pd has higher

solubility in Au than in Pt, and the calculated AH s%_-ef 17.76 kJ/mnol from

Equation 19 is greater than AHse9(bin) 11.86 kJ/mol for the binary system.Pt-Pd

The specific values of the thermodynamic parameters are shown in Table 5, and

support a prediction that Pd should be induced to co-segregate at grain boundary

in Pt, provided that Au is present. In fact, the segregation energy in the Pt-Pd bi-

nary is not very large, so grain boundary segregation in the binary system is only

thermodynamically plausible at very low temperatures.

In order to establish expectations for experiments on the Pt-Au-Pd system at fi-

nite temperatures, a Monte Carlo simulation was conducted on the same bicrystal

lattice model developed above. A simple 20 x 20 x 20 FCC lattice with bicrystal
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Figure 14: Grain boundary segregation behavior analysis of bicrystal lattice model simu-

lations in three systems: Pt-Au, Pt-Pd, and Pt-Au-Pd, showing the enrichment

factor as a function of temperature.

geometry is chosen, with the initial bicrystal configuration having a grain bound-

ary fully saturated with solute as expected at 0 K. The solute concentration is not

a critical parameter here since the simulation can be done in a larger or smaller

grain boundary volume fraction with similar resulting observations, provided the

grain boundary concentrations are far from dilute while the total system is essen-

tially chemically dilute. These simulations are conducted by random positional

swapping of solute and solvent atoms, accepting the transition with probability

of 1 if the swap decreases the internal energy, or with a probability P = e kT if

it increases the internal energy by an amount AU. A minimized free energy con-

figuration is found by performing millions of swaps until the simulation reaches

a free energy plateau at given temperature. Starting from an enthalpic ground

state configuration at 0 K, this equilibration procedure is conducted at increas-
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ing temperatures increments of 100 K up to 2000 K. At each holding temperature,

80 million Monte Carlo swaps are performed to assure the equilibrium state is

reached. We study the ternary Pt-Au-Pd system as well as the constituent binary

Pt-Au and Pt-Pd systems, using interaction parameters that faithfully reproduce

the grain boundary energy of Pt, the binary segregation enthalpies of both Au

and Pd, and the ternary interactions described above.

An analysis of grain boundary segregation as a function of temperature in the

Pt-Au-Pd system is shown in Figure 14. The enrichment factor, i.e., the ratio of

grain boundary concentration and bulk crystal concentration, is used as an indi-

cator of the extent of grain boundary segregation. The enrichment factor is 1 for

a random distribution of solutes throughout the lattice and greater than 1 for a

grain boundary segregated system, up to an artificial maximum of - 3700 for the

present system, which is chosen to avoid infinity number (when all solute atoms

are segregated at grain boundaries).

In Figure 14, the red and green curves represent the extent of segregation of

Au and Pd atoms, respectively, to grain boundary sites in the equilibrium state at

a given temperature. First we consider just the open symbols and dashed lines,

which correspond to the two binary systems, Pt-Au and Pt-Pd. Au is the more

strongly segregating species, as revealed by the higher temperatures at which it

disorders; Pd falls below an enrichment factor of 2 at around 400 'C compared

to 1000 'C for Au. This means, practically, that there is a wide range of tempera-

tures that are high enough for diffusion to occur, in which Au is expected to be

grain boundary segregating where palladium is not. For example, at 400 to 500 'C,

there is virtually no enrichment of Pd expected at grain boundaries in Pt (enrich-

ment factor - 1.4), whereas Au should be enriched at grain boundaries by a factor

of about 7.5. In a subsequent section we will compare these predictions with ex-

perimental observations on the respective binaries. Figure 14 also provides a first

estimate of the ternary effects on grain boundary segregation of Pt-Au-Pd. The

solid lines and solid data points show the enrichment of the two solutes at the Pt

grain boundary in the ternary alloy. The most obvious effects of ternary alloying

in this system pertain to the grain boundary segregation behavior of Pd, which

is quite substantially increased when it is combined with Au. The temperature

to retain an enrichment factor of - 10 increases by - 100 0C, and by ~ 200 'C

for an enrichment of - 2. Put another way, at a temperature in the range 300-500
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'C, the grain boundary enrichment of Pd roughly doubles in the presence of Au.
This is the expected result based on the analysis in Table 5, where we expect an

effective ~ 6 kJ/mol increase to the grain boundary segregation tendency of Pd in
the ternary system. Conversely, the increased grain boundary enrichment of Pd is
somewhat offset by having less Au at the grain boundary, but this effect is smaller

on a relative basis and strong Au grain boundary segregation is still expected in

the ternary alloy at temperatures below 800 'C.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF PT ALLOYED WITH AU AND PD

The experimental materials for this work were produced at Yale University in the

group of J. Schroers by magnetron co-sputtering 2 kEm thick films on a Si wafer,

following general procedures in Refs. [107]. A 4-inch Si wafer covered with a

shadow grid mask is placed on the substrate holder, and the three targets are

arranged in a tetrahedral configuration to produce samples on the substrate. For

the binary Pt-Pd samples, the sputtering deposition rate was designed to be 6.6

and 1.3 nm/min for Pt and Pd lasting for 4.22 hours. The co-sputtering deposition

rate for producing ternary samples was set to be 12.9, 3.1, 2.7 nm/min for Pt,

Au, Pd, respectively for 1.75 hours under processing pressure of 3 mTorr. Films

were characterized using an Oxford EDS system with an X-Max 80 mM2 detector,

X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer equipped with

a two-bounce Ge(220) channel-cut monochromator using Cu Ka radiation, and

aberration-corrected high resolution scanning TEM (TEM, STEM, HRSTEM; JEOL

ARM200F).

The as-deposited samples were found to be in a solid solution condition (no

second phases) with an average grain size of around 20 nm by XRD and STEM.

Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was carried out to quantify the com-

position of our two samples: Pt-10%Pd and Pt-18%Au-6%Pd, in atomic percent-

ages. Each film was removed from the Si substrate and sandwiched between two

quartz plates to avoid interdiffusion with Si during subsequent annealing.

Samples of both the Pt-Pd and Pt-Au-Pd were annealed at 400 'C for 24 hours,

where according to the simulations in Figure 14, the ternary film is expected to ex-

hibit grain boundary segregation of Pd while the binary Pt-Pd film is not. A sam-

ple of the ternary alloy was also annealed at 800 'C for 24 hours, at which temper-
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ature Figure 14 suggests that Au should remain grain boundary segregated while

Pd should not.

3.5 OBSERVATIONS OF GRAIN BOUNDARY SEGREGATION

3.5.1 Binary Systems

As a starting point for analysis of the ternary system, it is important to establish

a benchmark on the constituent binary Pt-Au and Pt-Pd systems and verify that

they exhibit the behavior expected by our modeling above. We begin with a brief

recapitulation of the Pt-Au system, which has been studied in detail by Argibay

et al. [5] at a composition of Pt-10%Au. Those authors used a similar process of

magnetron sputtering to make 2 Inm thick films, and studied grain boundary seg-

regation at a temperature of 500 'C after 80 minutes of exposure. The production

and annealing steps of those authors are reasonably comparable to those used

in this study, so their observations provide the needed baseline of this binary

system. By performing STEM-EDS composition mapping, they illustrated strong

grain boundary segregation of Au, with some variability from one boundary to

the next. For an individual, random boundary they performed a line scan across,

they recorded a grain boundary enrichment of 6. This value is reasonably close

with respect to expectations from Figure 14, which gives an enrichment factor of

6.7 for Au in Pt with no ternary addition.

Our work on the binary Pt-Pd alloy provides a complementary benchmark for

that system. Figure 15 shows results of our STEM studies on this alloy annealed

at a similar temperature of 400 'C, with Figure 15a showing a section spanning

a number of grains and grain boundaries, and Figure 15b and 15c showing EDS

maps of Pt and Pd, respectively. Both Pt and Pd appear uniformly distributed in

the mapping area, with no clear signature of any enhanced signal at grain bound-

aries. This can be seen more quantitatively in the line scan across a specific grain

boundary showing no intensity variations between the grain boundary and ma-

trix (Figure 15d). Note that this result is in line with the simulation-results of

Figure 14 where Pd does not have a strong segregation tendency at this temper-

ature. The fluctuations in the line scan in Figure 14d span about 50%, i.e., could
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Figure 15: STEM micrograph of the Pt-10% Pd sample after annealing at 400 'C for 24

hours. The corresponding STEM-EDS maps within the white dashed square in

(a) of the chemical distributions of Pt and Pd are shown in (b) and (c), respec-

tively. (d) A detailed line-scan (marked by the white dash line shown in (a))

across grain boundary) similarly revealing a homogeneous distribution of Pd.

support an enrichment factor of at most about 1.5; this is close to the modeled

enrichment factor of ~ 1.4 at this temperature range.

3.5.2 Ternary System

Figure 16 shows our STEM characterization of the chemical distribution of Pd in

the ternary system after annealing at 400 'C, again including a bright field image

of the grain structure in Figure 16a, and EDS maps of the three constituents Pt,

Au, and Pd in Figure 16b - 16d, respectively. The segregation behavior of Au to

grain boundaries in this system is clear in Figure 16c, and an enrichment factor of

- 5.3 is supported by the line scan across an individual boundary in Figure 16e.

This is very similar to the Au grain boundary segregation seen in the binary Pt-Au

system by Argibay et al. [5] and described above, which showed an enrichment

factor of 6. This grain boundary segregation behavior of Au at 400 'C is thus in

line with what occurs in the binary, and is also expected in the ternary on the

basis of the Monte Carlo model in Figure 14, which shows similar Au enrichment

at Pt grain boundaries with or without Pd present.

What is more interesting in Figure 16 is the behavior of Pd. Unlike in the binary

Pt-Pd system in which grain boundary segregation is neither observed (Figure

15) nor predicted (Figure 14) at 400 'C, Pd shows clear grain boundary segre-
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Figure 16: (a) HRTEM micrograph, (b-d) STEM-EDS scanning composition maps and (e)

line scan across the grain boundary shown in (a) for each element in the Pt-Au-

Pd sample (Pt-18%Au-6%Pd) after-annealing at 400 'C for 24 hours showing

Au and Pd both segregating at grain boundaries.
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3.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY

gation behavior in the Pt-Au-Pd ternary alloy. This behavior is apparently not at-

tributable to the Pt-Pd interactions alone, and is interpreted as a nontrivial ternary

effect arising from the interaction of Pd and Au solutes. We term this behavior

'induced grain boundary co-segregation', because it is the slight additional attrac-

tion of Pd for Au atoms, which themselves are strongly grain boundary segre-

gating at 400 'C, which carries Pd along to the grain boundary in this ternary

alloy. The observed behavior aligns well with the induced co-segregation of Pd

expected in the ternary Monte Carlo model of Figure 14. Both the EDS mapping

(Figure 16d) and line scan across the grain boundary (Figure 16e) show the segre-

gation of Pd is relatively weak, particularly in comparison to that of Au, which is

expected due to the relatively modest increase in segregation tendency expected

according to the analytical model in Table 5 and the Monte Carlo simulations in

Figure 14.

An interesting feature of the present induced grain boundary co-segregation of

Pd is that it is an energetically weak additive effect (- 5.9 kJ/mol from Table 5) as

compared to the strong grain boundary segregation tendency of Au (- 26.35 kJ/-

mol). Thus, with additional heating the ternary co-segregation is expected to be

thermally dispersed before Au desegregates from the grain boundary. In Figure

17 we present a compositional analysis of a ternary specimen further annealed at

a higher temperature of 800 'C for 24 hours, which is nearly half the melting tem-

perature of Pt. An EDS line scan across an individual grain boundary is presented

in Figure 17, showing that while Au still maintains a grain boundary segregation

tendency with an enrichment factor of order - 2 even at this high temperature,

Pd apparently no longer segregates. This result also aligns well with the Monte

Carlo modeling in Figure 14.

3.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY

In conclusion, we used a lattice-model framework to develop a theoretical ther-

modynamic model that can be used to predict the segregation behavior in multi-

component alloys with consideration of the interaction between solutes at grain

boundaries. This model can estimate the effective segregation tendency in a ternary

alloy based on the thermodynamic properties from the corresponding binary sys-

tems. To evaluate our model, we designed an experiment in the Pt-Au-Pd alloy
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system as a case study to test our model. The experimental observations show

induced co-segregation of Au and Pd at grain boundaries, which verifies our pre-

dictions from the theoretical framework. This simple model for estimating the in-

teraction coefficient for solutes at the grain boundary can serve as screen guidance

for material selection in designing grain boundary chemistry of alloy systems.
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Figure 17: STEM-EDS line scan for individual element in the Pt-Au-Pd sample (Pt-

18%Au-6%Pd) annealed at 800 'C for 24 hours showing Au still strongly segre-

gates to grain boundaries, while Pd is no longer showing segregation tendency.
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4
CASE STUDY - THERMAL STABILITY OF PT-AU-PD ALLOYS

Binary alloys have frequently been found to exhibit nanostructured states that are

stabilized against grain growth when the minority alloying element strongly seg-

regate to grain boundaries, thereby reducing the grain boundary excess energy.

However, in practice nanocrystalline materials are frequently multinary, either

due to impurities introduced during processing or due to the intentional addition

of tertiary alloying elements to attain desired properties. In this chapter, we con-

sider the extension of the framework for selecting stable binary nanocrystalline

alloy combinations to ternary systems. By considering pairwise interactions be-

tween atoms in ternary systems, we identify an experimental system, Pt-Au-Pd,

and produce alloy films in this system to evaluate their stability against grain

growth. The nanostructure is found to be stable against grain growth up to 400

'C due to the co-segregation of Au and Pd solutes to the grain boundaries. The

present framework for identifying ternary nanocrystalline alloys that are stable

against grain growth should be applicable to screen alloy systems and accelerate

the design of nanocrystalline materials.

4.1 NANOCRYSTALLINE STABILITY IN TERNARY SYSTEM

Nanocrystalline metals incorporate a high volume fraction of grain boundaries,

which in most cases corresponds to a non-equilibrium state that can lead to rapid

grain growth even at relatively low homologous temperatures [1, 108]. One method

for retaining nanocrystalline grain sizes is to use alloying elements judiciously to

affect stability. Solute species can stabilize a nanostructure against grain growth

either by slowing grain boundary motion (kinetic stabilization) or by reducing

the excess energy of grain boundaries through grain boundary segregation (ther-

modynamic stabilization), or both [23, 27, 33, 34, 35, 36].

Thermodynamic stabilization through alloying has been explored systemati-

cally in recent years for the potential to form a more robustly stable nanocrys-
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talline state [27, 34, 35, 36]. For effective stabilization through a thermodynamic

mechanism, the alloying elements should have a large enthalpy of grain bound-

ary segregation. Building on a concept proposed by Weissmueller [23], Kalidindi

and Schuh [49] recently showed that if the enthalpy of grain boundary segrega-

tion is high enough to offset not only the enthalpic penalty of the grain boundary,

but also the enthalpy of any competing ordered compounds, the nanocrystalline

state can be thermodynamically stabilized. In such a state, the driving force for

grain growth is zero at a specific, finite grain size. Various models have been built

along such lines, including those based on analytical solution modeling [361 and

Monte Carlo simulations [3], and using a variety of methods to parameterize the

binary interaction energies that delineate the stability regimes. Such models have

aided in the development of several interesting nanocrystalline materials that

present improved stability against grain growth: W-Ti, Cu-Ta, etc. [2, 109, 110].

However, most of these models have been limited to considering binary alloy

pairs, while there is an increasing need to understand the thermodynamics of

nanocrystalline alloys with three or more components. This need is driven by

a variety of scientific and technological considerations: multinary additions are

often present due simply to processing-based impurity pick-up [111] and can in-

terfere with the intended binary thermodynamics, whereas intentional ternary

additions may be needed to employ a preferred processing route [45] or achieve

desirable secondary properties [52, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92].

One key challenge in extending nanocrystalline thermodynamic models to mul-

ticomponent systems is the difficulty of accounting for the exponentially larger

number of interactions [69]. The use of analytical solution models (such as reg-

ular solution models) requires a significant number of new interaction terms to

account for ternary additions [89]. Ternary additions can interact in a variety of

ways with the other elements when grain boundary segregation is involved. For

example, a ternary addition can reduce or enhance the grain boundary segrega-

tion of the first solute in the system [52, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 79, 81, 82, 83, 84,

85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 95, 101, 104]. The number of distinct configurations

that can emerge in a non-regular nanocrystalline alloy based on a lattice model

grows exponentially with the number of elements as well (see Chapter 2). Our

earlier work has developed a theoretical framework to model grain boundary

segregation behavior in multicomponent alloys (see Chapter 3). However, much
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more theoretical work is needed to elucidate such ternary effects in more detail

in nanostructured systems, and there is also a need for deliberate experimental

work aimed at identifying the unique ternary interactions that can occur at grain

boundaries to influence the resulting configurations.

In this study, we take some additional steps aimed at further understanding

ternary alloying effects upon the stability of nanocrystalline alloys. We begin by

considering existing binary alloy selection criteria, and extending these to choose

a ternary alloy system in which a nanostructure might be plausibly supported by

the thermodynamics of grain boundary segregation. We then perform an experi-

mental case study on that system and analyze grain boundary segregation in this

ternary system.

4.2 TERNARY ALLOY SELECTION

Our purpose in this section is to combine both theoretical and practical consider-

ations in the selection of a model ternary system in which we can experimentally

explore nanostructure stability.

Practical considerations can be used to substantially narrow the search space

for suitable alloys, so we begin with some consideration of those. As will be elab-

orated in more detail below, our approach to the experiments will be based on

magnetron sputtering. Like many processing methods for nanocrystalline alloys,

this approach involves significant sources of impurity pick-up, most notably oxi-

dation from residual oxygen in the processing chamber. Such oxidation has been

noted in prior works to confuse the evaluation of nanostructure stability [111], so,

not wishing our ternary alloy to unintentionally become quaternary, we choose

in what follows to limit our alloy selection process to noble metals to avoid oxi-

dation during processing.

A second practical consideration pertains to the availability of compiled data

on grain boundary thermodynamics vis-a'-vis competing bulk thermodynamics.

Murdoch and Schuh constructed a binary alloy stability map that can provide

guidelines for alloy selection by screening 2500 element pairs [6], but included

information primarily useful for positive heat-of-mixing systems. The full analy-

sis of nanostructure stability properly requires information about the formation

energies of compounds (in systems that form them) [49], and the formation of
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compounds adds considerable complexity to the thermodynamic landscape of a

ternary system. Accordingly, for this first model study, we choose to avoid com-

plexity from the formation of intermetallic compounds by constraining our search

to binary pairs free of compounds.

stable

metastable
0

unstable

unavailable

Ag Au Pd Pt Rh Ru

Figure 18: Binary system nanocrystalline stability summary for noble metals (note that

green dashed circle region shows stable system, blue shows metastable ones.)

With these constraints adopted, we begin by considering the development of

relevant ternary systems based on the three binary subsystems of which they are

comprised. The relevant search space is shown in Figure 18, where sufficiently

noble metals are mapped against one another and categorized according to the

data of Murdoch and Schuh [6] for their propensity to form stable nanostructures.

We are interested in developing a ternary alloy based on these subsystems, i.e. an
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alloy that is chosen by selecting two solutes that share a base solvent, and thus

which lie in the same column in Figure 18.
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Figure 19: STEM micrograph with corresponding EDS line scan (marked in the white ar-

row line indicating the scanning direction) of (a) binary Pt-10%Au sample from

Argibay et. al [5]; (b) binary Pt-10%Pd sample from our earlier work (see Chap-

ter 3); (c) ternary Pt-18Au-6Pd sample (see Chapter 3).

As a starting point, we require a system where at least one solvent-solute bi-

nary is predicted to be stable or nearly stable according to the thermodynamic

criterion for nanocrystalline stability [6]. According to Figure 18, the best three

choices would appear to be Rh-Au, Pt-Ag, and Pt-Au. Among these three can-

didates, we are not aware of any focused study of the first two - either theoret-

ical or experimental - on grain boundary segregation or nanostructure stability.

However, fortunately, the Pt-Au system has been investigated by Argibay et. al

[5]. These authors used magnetron sputtering to produce thin and thick films

of Pt-10% Au; note that this is the same processing approach we plan to use in

the present study. As shown in Figure 19a and 19b, they demonstrated a stable

nanocrystalline configuration at high temperatures (up to 500 C) due to Au seg-

regation behavior at grain boundaries. This promising prior work motivates our

selection of Au as the first solute for a Pt-based ternary alloy.

With Pt selected as the solvent for our study and Au as the first solute, we have

a choice from among four other solutes in Figure 18. As already noted above,
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Ag is expected to segregate to grain boundaries and promote stability in much

the same way as Au; to select Ag is thus more than likely to simply amplify the

effect of Au. More interesting for the present work is exploration of potentially

competing effects such as might be brought out with one of the three remaining

solute options, namely Pd, Os, or Ru. All three of these are predicted to phase

separate from Pt, and do not favor the formation of nanostructure in a binary

alloy.

Our previous work has produced Pt-Pd binary alloy and annealed the sample

at 400 'C (see Chapter 3). As shown in Figure 19c and 19d, Pd exhibits no measur-

able segregation tendency at that particular grain boundary at this temperature.

The average grain size of Pt-Pd sample has increased five times after annealing

indicating that some grain growth has taken place. Accordingly, we conclude that

Pd does not stabilize a nanostructure at 400 'C in Pt-Pd binary system, whereas

Au clearly does.

For reference, Pt-Au-Pd ternary alloy has been studied in our previous work

to show induced co-segregation of Au and Pd at grain boundaries (see Chapter

3) (shown in Figure 19e and 19f). Note that the segregation of Au to grain bound-

aries is expected in this system (see earlier discussion and the binary Pt-Au sys-

tem work of Argibay et al. [5]), but Pd is not, by itself, expected to segregate to

grain boundaries (see Chapter 3). This suggests a non-trivial ternary interaction

in grain boundary segregation; Pd by itself does not segregate to grain bound-

aries but with Au present, the system adopts a co-segregation solute interaction

(see Chapter 3). This behavior is also associated with increased stability of the

nano-size alloy configuration. Whether this co-segregation behavior converts the

role of Pd from an inactive solute to a nanostructure-stabilizing one is a topic wor-

thy of more discussion. Therefore, we selected Pt-Au-Pd to conduct our study on

nanostructure stability in ternary alloys.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A combinatorial magnetron co-sputtering deposition method is used in this study

to produce a variety of different compositions across the Pt-Au-Pd system on

a single wafer. The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 20a. A 4-inch Si

wafer covered with a shadow grid mask is placed on the substrate holder, and
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the three targets are arranged in a tetrahedral configuration to produce a compo-

sition gradient across the substrate. We target Pt-rich alloys specifically by tuning

the substrate-to-target orientations. The chamber is evacuated to a base pressure

below 10-7 mTorr before sputtering.
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Figure 20: (a) Schematic of magnetron co-sputter deposition experimental setup and (b)

resulting compositional library of Pt-Au-Pd samples on 4-inch silicon wafer.

The following EDS measurements for the determination of chemical composi-

tion are shown in (c) the corresponding wafer plot and (d) the Gibbs triangles.

The thickness of the film and the center composition were pre-calculated and

controlled through the deposition rate of each target, as reported in previous

studies by Schroers et al. [112]. In order to avoid thin-film effects that limit grain
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growth during annealing, a 2 tm thick film was deposited. The center composi-

tion was designed to be around Pt - 15% Au -15% Pd. Therefore, the co-sputtering

deposition rate was set to be 12.9, 3.1, 2.7 nm/min for Pt, Au, Pd, respectively

for 1.75 hours under processing pressure of 3 mTorr. The resulting compositional

library is shown in Figure 20b, comprising small sample islands that limit cross-

diffusion and ensure a near uniform composition of each sample.

A fully automated energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping was

performed across the whole wafer to determine the compositions of each sam-

ple island, using an Oxford EDS system with an X-Max 80 mmn 2 detector and

INCA software. As shown in Figure 20c, the resulting Pt-Au-Pd samples fall into

the atomic composition range of 30 ~ 95% for Pt, 5 ~ 55% of Au, and 1 - 60% of

Pd, respectively. As described above, we are most interested in Pt-rich composi-

tions, and therefore we focused on the samples along the Pt-rich side of the wafer

for detailed study. For various characterization methods, we combined several

neighboring samples into a grouping on the basis of their compositional simi-

larity. The standard deviations of compositions in these groupings are generally

less than 1%, and deemed comparable enough to be considered equivalent. In

what follows, for brevity, we will use the following composition labeling scheme

Pt-xAu-yPd, where x and y denote atomic concentrations to the nearest integer

value.

Prior to annealing studies, samples selected from different composition regions

were lifted off the silicon wafer so as to avoid interdiffusion and reaction with sil-

icon. These free-standing foils were sandwiched between two quartz plates dur-

ing subsequent annealing, which was conducted in a furnace with ramping rates

around 7 'C/min to a given annealing temperature for a fixed duration of 24

hours.

Specimens were analyzed before and after annealing treatments by X-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD) using a Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer equipped with a two-bounce

Ge(220) channel-cut monochromator using Cu Koc radiation. Selected samples

were further characterized by aberration-corrected high resolution scanning TEM

(TEM, STEM, HRSTEM; JEOL ARM200F) equipped with an energy dispersive spec-

troscopy detector (EDS; EDAX). TEM data were acquired at an acceleration volt-

age of 200 kV. Preparation of cross-section samples for TEM was performed by
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the lift-out method in a dual-beam focused ion beam (FIB; FEI Helios Nanolab

660). W deposition was used as a weld and protective material.

All samples from different compositional sample groups were annealed at high

temperatures and analyzed using XRD and TEM. Here we choose to show the

detailed studies on the most interesting two groups, Pt-18Au-6Pd and Pt-10Au-

36Pd, which represent the thermal behavior of samples from Au-rich Pd-lean al-

loyed regions and Au-lean Pd-rich alloyed sample regions, respectively.
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Figure 21: STEM micrograph showing columnar nanograins (film growth direction: top

right to bottom left) in various composition as-deposited samples (a) Pt-18Au-

6Pd; (b) Pt-10Au-36Pd. (c) XRD measurements for the identification of present

phases and grain sizes of two samples.
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4.4 MICROSTRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION

4.4.1 Characterization of the As-deposited Samples

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns and STEM images of as-deposited Pt-Au-

Pd samples are shown in Figure 21. The first five peaks in the XRD pattern can

be indexed based on a face-centered cubic (FCC) structure without evidence of

secondary phases. The corresponding lattice parameters of the as-deposited sam-

ples are slightly shifted from those expected for pure FCC Pt, due to the dissolved

Au and Pd. The average grain size estimated from the full width half maximum

(FWHM) using Scherrer's equation was approximately 20 nm for all samples

from different compositional regions. The STEM images in Figure 21 reasonably

corroborate this value, and reveal a columnar shape of the nanograins in the as-

deposited samples.

4.4.2 Characterization of Annealed Samples

The as-deposited samples were annealed at 200 and 400 'C for 24 hours (unique

samples of the same nominal composition were used for each annealing temper-

ature). In Figure 22, the XRD patterns for a Pt-18Au-6Pd sample are shown. The

data for this heavily Au-alloyed sample suggest that nanograins are stable against

grain growth up to 400 'C annealing (Figure 22 and STEM in Figure 23), as the

changes in the XRD patterns are subtle in this range and the extracted grain sizes

are - 20 and - 40 nm for 200 and 400 'C, respectively. As shown in the STEM im-

age in Figure 23, the columnar nanograin structure observed in the as-deposited

condition (Figure 21) is still present, and the width of the grains is - 40 nm, which

is reflective of slight coarsening from the as-deposited condition. The stability of

the grain size as well as the grain shape are noteworthy here; in conditions where

such nanostructures coarsen we more typically observe a change in grain mor-

phology to a more equiaxed one, as we see in the 400 'C binary Pt-Pd sample in

Figure 19.

If we now consider annealed samples from more Pd-rich and Au-lean regions

of the ternary space, we see rather different behavior. In Figure 24, the XRD pat-

terns for a Pt-10Au-36Pd sample shows very similar profile as it for Pt-18Au-6Pd
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Figure 22: XRD measurements for the identification of present phase and average grain

size of after-annealed Pt-18Au-6Pd samples at 25 'C (room temperature, - 20

nm), 200 0C (- 20 nm), 400 'C (- 40 nm) for 24 hours, respectively.

sample in Figure 22. The peak broadening does not change significantly from the

as deposited sample at room temperature suggests the rich Pd-alloyed samples

are stable against grain growth up to 400 'C annealing. Figure 25 shows an el-

emental EDS map of the Pt-10Au-36Pd sample after annealing at 400 0C. While

this specimen retains a nanoscale columnar configuration, the structure does not

appear to be a solid solution but has rather decomposed significantly. Elongated

Pd-rich precipitates are formed between Pt grains here, while the minority Au

solute seems to have also formed a few small nano-precipitates. Interestingly, the

rich structure seen in Figure 25 is not reflected strongly in an XRD analysis, which

is shown in Figure 24, which shows a single phase in FCC structure. We believe
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Figure 23: STEM micrograph of ternary Pt-18Au-6Pd sample shows columnar nano-scale

grains.

that this is due to two key factors. First, since the Au nano-precipitates constitute a

very small fraction of the sample, their signal in the XRD data is likely below the

background. Second, the Pd-rich precipitates that apparently grew at the grain

boundaries cannot be appreciated in the XRD profile because the lattice constants

of Pt and Pd (both FCC) are very close (3.92 and 3.89 A, respectively), resulting in

peak overlap.

Although the Pt-lOAu-36Pd sample shows slight coarsening and precipitates

at grain boundary regions, the overall nanostructure exhibits thermal stability at

this temperature. What is more, that phase separation is clearly associated with

the grain boundaries in the ternary specimen. In contrast to the binary Pt-Pd

showing average grain size of - 100 nm (see Chapter 3), the grain size of ternary

heavily Pd-alloyed sample is much smaller after the same annealing condition.

It seems likely that this change in Pd's behavior is due to the presence of the

minority addition of Au. First, Au being a grain boundary segregant helps to sta-

bilize the finer grain structure in the ternary sample, which keeps the amount of

grain boundary area high. Second, as noted above, Au can apparently induce the
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Figure 24: XRD measurements for the identification of present phase and average grain

size of after-annealed Pt-l0Au-36Pd samples at 25 'C (room temperature, - 20

nm), 200 'C (- 20 nm), 400 'C (- 40 nm) for 24 hours, respectively.

co-segregation of Pd at grain boundaries in Pt. These two effects together imply

that Au facilitates the deposition of Pd at grain boundaries, which are present in

enough of a volume density to enable Pd to precipitate out of solution entirely

from the grain boundary regions. Conversely, in the binary Pt-Pd alloy, with-

out Au present to stabilize the nanostructure, the Pd does not segregate to grain

boundaries and thus does not have the opportunity to nucleate such lamellar pre-

cipitates there.

In addition to samples annealed at 400 'C, we investigated those annealed at

800 'C further. In contrast to samples annealed at lower temperature, the XRD

peak broadening in Pt-18Au-6Pd and Pt-lOAu-36Pd samples (shown in Figure

26) show an average grain size greater than 200 nm after annealing the samples
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.At 3 - SM

Figure 25: STEM micrograph arnd EDS elemental maps for individual element in the Pt-
l0Au-36Pd sample after-annealed at 400 0C for 24 hours showing the lamellar
precipitate of Pd while retaining the nanoscale alloy columnar configurations.

at 800 0C. In addition to significant grain growth at 800 0C, a second phase ap-

pears in the XRD pattern of Pt-l8Au-6Pd sample (Figure 26a), which represents

the precipitation of FCC Au-rich phase according to the peak position. In compar-

ison, no second phase has been observed in Pt-lOAu-36Pd sample (Figure 26b),

which is probably because the minority solute of Au is within its solubility limit.

Therefore, we choose to take a closer look of this second phase in Pt-l8Au-6Pd

sample that was not presented at lower temperature. From the XRD (Figure 26a)

and STEM results (Figure 27), it can be seen that the alloy sample undergoes sig-

nificant grain coarsening. And a more equiaxed grain morphology is observed

in the ternary specimen annealed at 800 0C in Figure 27. To discern local chemi-

cal information across the grain boundary after annealing at 800 0 C, the sample

was further characterized by EDS in STEM. Figure 28 shows the EDS elemental
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Figure 26: XRD measurements for the identification of present phase and average grain

size of after-annealed (a) Pt-18Au-6Pd samples and (b) Pt-l0Au-36Pd samples

at 400 'C (- 40 nm) and 800 'C (> 200 nm) for 24 hours, respectively.

mapping of Pd and Au from areas selected in the Pt-18Au-6Pd sample. Large,

spherical, micron-size precipitates are observed, which show that this system is

no longer stable against second phase formation.

4.5 GRAIN BOUNDARY SEGREGATION AND NANOSTRUCTURE STABIL-

ITY IN TERNARY SYSTEMS

The above set of observations includes some interesting ternary effects that are

not obviously simple additive effects on the basis of the constituent binaries. For
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Figure 27: HRSTEM micrograph shows the large grains of Pt-18Au-6Pd sample exhibit-

ing significant grain growth after annealed at 800 'C.

example, the fact that Pd segregates to Pt grain boundaries in the presence of Au

but not in its absence speaks to a ternary interaction, as does the precipitation of

a second Pd-rich phase at grain boundaries when Au is present. While some au-

thors have modeled the thermodynamics of ternary nanocrystalline alloys [89], it

would be useful for our purposes to have a simply elaborated nanostructure sta-

bility criterion, such as the Weissmiiller [23] or Kalidindi [38] criteria mentioned

in the Introduction, adapted to incorporate first-order ternary interactions such as

we see in the Pt-Au-Pd system. Such an analysis begins with a description based

on, e.g., the Gibbs adsorption isotherm, where the grain boundary energy can be

expressed for a binary A-B system as [23]:
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(b)

200 nm

Figure 28: EDS elemental maps and STEM micrograph of Pt-18Au-6Pd sample annealed

at 800 'C for 24 hours showing micon-size precipitates.

= B(AHse9 + RT In )) (21)

where y0 is the grain boundary energy in the pure solvent (which we will call

species A), FB is the solute B excess in the grain boundary, N' is the number

of solute atom B and NC is the total number of atoms in the crystalline regions

(the superscript c represents the crystal; R: gas constant; T: temperature). This

relationship serves as a primary stability criterion for binary alloy design where

an equilibrium state exists for an alloy in which y = 0. Rearranging under this

constraint gives the Weissminler stability criterion:

AH > -RT In( "B,(22)
FB Nc

To extend this model to consider the influence of additional chemical elements

we write the specific grain boundary energy in an alloy as:

= 0 [AHmixl T ASmix] - (pi - pR9) [Ni] (23)

where'[ ]' represents an extensive thermodynamic quantity per unit area (e.g.

AHmix Hi, where 'a' denotes the total grain boundary area). The en-
a AHMtiX, C

thalpy of mixing at grain boundary is:
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AHnix= NBAH +GB NcAH'in GB +f(NB,Nc)AH' n (24)C in B and C (in G B)

where AH n' GB and AHs GB are the heats of solution at a grain boundary

in the solvent A. Equation 24 comprises a rule-of-mixtures of the two individ-

ual solutes B and C in the solvent A, as well as a third nonlinear mixing term

that accounts for the ternary interaction of solutes B and C at the grain boundary.

B and C (in GB) is thus introduced as the heat of solution of the B-C interac-

tion at the grain boundary, and the coefficient f determines the nonlinearity of

the mixing.

Without loss of generality we take element C as having the lowest concentra-

tion in the system, i.e., NC < NB < N A and in the absence of a more detailed

model, we take f(NB, Nc) = NC because we view the minority segregating

species as controlling the total available solute interaction energy and its concen-

tration can thus be used to scale this term.

The heats of solution in crystal lattice as a solid solution of solute B and solute

C in solvent A can be defined using enthalpy of mixing in crystalline region:

AHmix, c
AHs'o . N (25)B n A : Nc(5

AHmix, c
AHsnA: Nc (26)

Applying the definition of Equation 24, 25 and 26 yields an expression for

g amma at constant pressure and temperature in the ternary alloy:

Y(P, T) T (P, T) - [NB] (AHiin A HB in GB

-NCAsot -Asot __ sot
- C ( C in A AHC in GB - and C (in GB)

- T ASmix - N - []
where the chemical potentials can be written as:

Nc
1LA= + RT n( ) (28)

N c
tB = LB + RT In N)(29)
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0 (Nc

PLc = Fc + RT In (30)

Inserting Equation 28, 29 and 30 into 27 and converting to excess properties as

done by Weissmuller [23], this relationship can be rewritten:

Y(P, T) Bn A in GB)

c (AHac~O A - AHic"n GB A nH oad C (in GB)) (31)

N c N c
- T{AS"'I}- FB RT In( -- 'c RT In(C

N c NR)

where '{ }' denotes the specific excess at grain boundary. The excess entropy

of mixing, {AS Jx}, can be negligible since it has little contribution to the grain

boundary energy compared to the chemical potential term. The heats of segrega-

tion in ternary system can be written as:

AHseg(te'r) =AHso -AHso! (32)AB Bin A Bn GB

and

AH seg(ter) =As - AHs01 -A~l (3AC C in A CinGB - B and C (in GB)

Equation 32 matches what Weissmuller obtains for a binary system [23], and it

is through Equation 33 that we introduce ternary effects. The extra term in Equa-

tion 33 comprises the additional non-additive ternary effect, which is taken in our

construction to contribute to the heat of segregation of the minority solute. When

AHs odc(iGB) 0, there is no non-trivial interaction between solute B and

solute C; when AHsoand C (in GB) 0, this interaction term opposes the segrega-

tion behavior of solute C, and suggests a site competition at the boundary which

favors B. The third case is when AHso1nd C ( GB) < 0, when the solute C en-

joys an increased tendency for segregation to the grain boundary induced by the

present of B segregation there in the first place. This last case is the one that ap-

pears to prevail in the Pt-Au-Pd system, where Pd has a stronger grain boundary

segregation tendency in Pt in the presence of segregating Au.

By introducing Equation 32 and 33 into 31 we obtain the ternary equivalent of

Equation 21:
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(,T)=0, T)~ B (ter) +RT In -fcB) _rAH seq*ter)+ RT In (Nc

(34)
and the ternary equivalent of the Weissmuller criterion for stable nanocrys-

talline alloys is obtained when -y = 0 as:

B AHse(ter) + CAH eg (ter) >0 - B RT ln(y ) - Fc RT In (35)

We can now use Equation 34 and 35 to evaluate our Pt-l8Au-6Pd sample at 400

and 800 'C to see how this criterion works. Our previous work has introduced

a way to estimate the enthalpy of segregation in ternary system by considering

the solute interaction effect [cite co-segregation paper]. Therefore, Aseg (t) and

AHSeg(ter) are estimated to be 26.35 and 17.76 kJ/mol, respectively. Specific grain
Pt-Pd

boundary energy in pure Pt, yo, is - 1.2 J/m2 . The solute excess, FAu and FPd,

and solute concentration in crystalline region, and , can be roughly esti-rein, N,

mated using data from EDS mapping. At 400 'C, FAu and rPd are 5 x 10-3 and

2 x 10-3 atom/nM2 , respectively. Whereas the solute concentration of Au and

Pd in crystalline regions are 0.133 and 0.072. By plugging the corresponding num-

bers into Equation 34, we can estimate the grain boundary energy in this system

is -y = -0.15 J/m2 at 400 'C. Since -y < 0 at 400 'C, the nanostructured alloy is the

most energetically preferable state in the ternary system, and suggests a strong

thermodynamic contribution to stability in this state. Similarly, at 800 'C, FAu is

8 x 10-3 atom/nm 2 and this is the only solute excess term since Pd no longer

shows segregation tendency, where N is 0.156. The resulting grain boundary

energy is estimated to be -y = 0.07 J/m2 at 800 'C that reveals the energy penalty

of these interfaces is no longer large enough to eliminate the driving force of coars-

ening.

4.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY

For the purposes of illustration and developing a design approach, we have se-

lected and focused on one interesting ternary alloy example to perform a system-

atic study. The materials selection was based on binary alloy stability map with
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consideration of the practical issues to find the most suitable alloy combination,

Pt-Au-Pd. The magnetron co-sputtering deposition method was used to produce

alloy samples of various compositions. The microstructures of the alloys were

investigated by XRD, STEM and EDS prior to, as well as after annealing at dif-

ferent temperatures, to study the thermal stability of microstructures. The results

show the nanoscale ternary system is stabilized against rapid grain growth up to

400 'C. Starting from binary design approach, the system shows an induced co-

segregation effect and we extended our analysis to a thermodynamic nanostruc-

ture stabilization relationship considering the segregation and solute interaction

effects for ternary alloy system based on the existing study of alloy selection crite-

ria for binary system. It provides a framework for ternary alloy design including

materials selection and configuration prediction in general. This criterion serves

as a first primary alloy selection guideline for stable nanostructure ternary system

design.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

To address the instability of pure nanocrystalline metals, past literature has fo-

cused on alloying by selecting solute elements that segregate at grain bound-

aries to reduce the grain boundary energy. This approach has been intensively

studied in binary systems, but the alloys often unintentionally become ternary

or multicomponent systems due to impurities during processing. Furthermore,

while binary nanocrystalline alloy design can lead to stabilization of nanostruc-

ture through solute segregation, developing multifunctional nanocrystalline al-

loys with desired properties beyond stability generally require three or more ele-

ments to be involved.

The inherent interaction between solutes creates additional topological com-

plexity for designing ternary alloys. To consider the large number of possible dis-

tinct nanostructured alloy configurations in ternary and multicomponent space,

we performed a case study using Monte Carlo simulations, where one solute

prefers a bulk state and desegregates from grain boundaries, while the second

solute has a strong preference to segregate at grain boundaries. Due to the grain

boundary anti-segregation tendency of one solute element, the resulting morphol-

ogy shows a core-shell nanostructure with the second solute element segregated

grain boundaries. On the other hand, precipitates formed by an anti-segregated

element can interact with the second solute at grain boundaries to form a dual-

phase nano-duplex nanostructure. From these two distinct morphologies, the in-

teraction between two solutes is found to be the key metric in determining the

chemistry of grain boundaries.

A ternary addition can enhance or reduce the grain boundary segregation of

the first solute in the system. A theoretical thermodynamic model was introduced

for predicting the segregation behavior in ternary alloys. The interaction between

solutes at grain boundaries is estimated using a lattice-model framework that

provides a mapping between enthalpy of segregation of a solute element in bi-

nary system to the effective enthalpy of segregation in ternary system. One case
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study is designed experimentally on a ternary alloy with one weakly segregat-

ing element and one strongly segregating element. The results show induced co-

segregation of both elements at grain boundaries, which verifies our predictions.

The model can be applied in screening ternary combinations to accelerate the ma-

terial selection in grain boundary chemistry design.

Understanding the thermodynamics of nanocrystalline alloys with three or more

components is not as simple as extending the stability relationship from binary

systems due to the exponentially large number of interactions. We designed a

ternary alloy system with improved nanostructure stability using the existing

binary alloy selection criteria. Thermal stability of the selected nanocrystalline

Pt-Au-Pd alloy is tested by extended isothermal annealing at 200, 400 and 800

'C. The grain stability as analyzed by XRD and TEM shows the nanoscale grain

structure can be retained at high temperatures due to induced co-segregation of

Au and Pd to the grain boundaries. Combining the experimental observations

and lattice framework introduced in Chapter 2, we further extended our analy-

sis to a thermodynamic nanostructure stabilization relationship for ternary alloy

systems. This criterion provides a general guideline for alloy selection and config-

uration prediction in ternary alloys.

Overall, the findings in this thesis provide groundwork for understanding the

thermodynamics in nanostructured ternary alloys. The design approach illustrated

in Pt-Au-Pd alloys may serve as a case study for further developments of many

other stable nanocrystalline alloys in multicomponent systems.
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6
DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Through this exploration of thermodynamics in ternary nanocrystalline alloy sys-

tems, and through the present experimental studies of induced co-segregation

in Pt-Au-Pd alloys, many interesting questions have emerged. Future research

efforts may be directed to explore the following topics:

* In addition to induced co-segregation, there are many other interaction ef-

fects that can be seen in ternary system. For example, grain boundary segre-

gation of phosphorus is the most frequent embrittling agent in steels. Erhart

et al. [70] has investigated the grain boundary segregation in Fe-C-P alloys

and compared to the segregation in Fe-P alloys. It has been found the grain

boundary concentration of phosphorus decreases and the grain boundary

concentration of carbon increases with increasing carbon content in the sys-

tem. In the corresponding binaries, both P and C segregate to the grain

boundaries. But in the ternary system, site competition occurs to prevent

steels from embrittlement. Since the solute interaction is somewhat differ-

ent in site competition effect, detailed studies could reveal other interesting

design criteria in ternary alloys.

" In binary alloy design, the nanoduplex configuration is possible as an en-

tropically stabilized structure exhibiting metastability. For example, W-Cr

has been designed to show a duplex nanostructure experimentally. How-

ever, instead of being entropically stable, we showed one interesting ternary

alloy case in Chapter 1 (Figure 11), where the nanoduplex configuration can

be rendered enthalpically stable with the additional solute due to the com-

plex interactions between solutes. This unique nanoscale stable configura-

tion should be explored experimentally.

" With impurity pick-up during processing, many binary alloy design experi-

ments unintentionally yield ternary alloys that show many interesting mor-

phology and properties. One case study conducted in Cu-Ta obtained a core-
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shell nanostructure with unusual creep behavior [110]. As shown in our
simulation case study (Figure 11), core-shell nanocrystalline configurations

could be designed in ternary alloys, which may bring this desired property

in new applications and capabilities.

" The complete ternary stability design map should be explored systemati-

cally. The best starting point would be the simplest bulk system (i.e., a single

crystal). Due to different types of interactions between solutes, the system

can form three ground state configurations. For instance, in an A-B-C sys-

tem (solvent A with solutes B and C), solute B precipitation can be repelled

by separate solute C precipitation, solute B precipitation can be surrounded

by the solute C precipitation to form core-shell precipitates, or solute B pre-

cipitation can comprise the shell to surround the solute C core precipitation.

More interestingly, these configurations can change with temperature and

solute solubility.

" W-Ti-Cr has been studied experimentally, and this been suggested that Ti

plays the role of stabilizing nanostructure by segregating to grain bound-

aries, where Cr can form necks between compact particles to accelerate sin-

tering [45]. Such ternary alloys with additional solute playing different roles

should be explored experimentally to access new applications in nanocrys-

talline alloys.

" Ternary alloy combinations with a negative enthalpy of mixing that form

ordered compounds may be explored to enlarge this design space.
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This section covers an algorithm that enumerates the number of distinct bond

orderings for any number of alloying elements.

Upon running the code as-is, both 1st and 2nd ranks number of combinations

for binary and ternary models are calculated. The functions binary(E2,'r'), ternary(E3,

'r'), quaternary(E4, 'r') can all be used to calculate higher rank ordering configura-

tions. (Note: where 'r' is the rank number, e.g. binary(E2, 2), for 2nd rank binary

system calculations)

Python code starts here

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

@author: Wenting Xing

# Note that each letter corresponding to a bond.

# Not considering atom like grain boundary bond, e.g. Eb

def permut(mystr): # permutation for the system

if len(mystr) <= 1:

return mystr

res = []
for elt in mystr:

permutations = permut(mystr.replace(elt, f""))

for permutation in permutations:

res.append(elt + permutation)

return res

def binary(E, rank): # bond ordering calculation for binary system
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M = {}
A = 'acd'

B = 'bcd'

for i in E:

a =0

b=0

x =0

while (a < rank or b < rank) and x < 4:

j = i[x]

if j in A:

a += 1

if j in B:

b += 1

x += 1

if a >= rank and b >= rank:

aa, bb = ", "

for j in i[O:x]:

if len(aa) < rank and j in A:

aa +=

if len(bb) < rank and j in B:

bb += j
k = aa + bb

if k not in M.keys(:

M[k] = i[O:x]

return len(M)

def ternary(E, rank): # bond ordering calculation for ternary system

M = {}

A = 'adegh'

B = 'bdfgi'

C ='cefhi'

for i in E:

a =0

b=0
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c =0

while (a < rank or b < rank or c < rank) and x < 9:

j = i[x]

if j in A:

a += 1

if j in B:

b += 1

if j in C:

c += 1

x += 1

if a >= rank and b >= rank and c >= rank:

aa, bb, cc =",","
for j in i[O:x]:

if len(aa) < rank and j in A:

aa +=

if len(bb) < rank and j in B:

bb += j
if len(cc) < rank and j in C:

cc += j
k = aa + bb + cc

if k not in M.keyso:

M[k] = i[O:x]

return len(M)

def quaternary(E, rank): # bond ordering calculation for quaternary system

M = {}
A = 'aefgklm'

B = 'behikno'

C = 'cfhjlnp'
D = 'dgijmop'

for i in E:

a =0

b =0
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c= 0
d =0

x= 0

while (a < rank

j = i[x]

if j in A:

a += 1

if j in B:

b += 1

if j in C:

C += 1

if j in D:

or b < rank or c < rank or d < rank) and x < 16:

d += 1

x += 1

if a >= rank and b >= rank and

aa, bb, cc, dd ="

for j in i[O:x]:

if len(aa) < rank and j in A

aa += j
if len(bb) < rank and j in B:

bb += j
if len(cc) < rank and j in C:

cc +=j

if len(dd) < rank and j in E

dd +=j
k = aa + bb + cc + dd

if k not in M.keyso:

M[k] = i[O:x]

return len(M)

if _name_ =='_main_':

E2 = permut('abcd')

print "Binary (1st rank): " + str(binary(E2, 1))

print "Binary (2nd rank): " + str(binary(E2, 2))
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E3 = permut('abcdefghi')

print "Ternary (1st rank): " + str(ternary(E3, 1))

print "Ternary (2nd rank): " + str(ternary(E3, 2))

E4 = permut('abcdefghijklmnop')

print "Quaternary (1st rank): " + str(quaternary(E4, 1))

print "Quaternary (2nd rank): " + str(quaternary(E4, 2))
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B
TERNARY MONTE CARLO

This section covers a Monte Carlo simulation that searches configuration space,

considering both nanocrystalline and single crystalline alloy configurations, and

outputs the lowest free energy configuration. (More details can be found in the

original work of Chookajorn and Schuh [3])

Upon running the code, users will be asked to plot existing simulation results

or new simulations. Following the steps, users can either choose to repeat the

corresponding simulations shown in the paper or start new simulations.

The required parameters for new simulations are AHgII, AH"', AH~X, AHg,

AHCe~, AHseg, AHnix, the size of the system, solute concentrations, and total

running steps.

Python code starts here

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

@author: Wenting Xing

#import cProfile

import math

import random

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

import matplotlib.cm as cm

import cPickle as pickle

class Location(object):

# class to locate the atom's position
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def _init_(self, x, y, z):

"""x and y are floats""'

self.x = x

self.y = y

self.z = z

def getX(self):

return self.x

def getY(self):

return self.y

def getZ(self):

return self.z

def _str_(self):

return'<' + str(self.x) + ', '+ str(self.y) + ', ' + str(self.z) +'

class Matrix(object):

# class to build the system size and properties

def _init_(self, sizexy, sizez, blimit, climit):

size: positive int

self.sizexy = sizexy # set the size of x and y axes

self.sizez = sizez # set the size of z axis

self.locationilist = [I # all atoms' positions

self.atomkind = []# keep a list of all atoms in the matrix

self.grainlist = []# keep a list of all grains in the matrix

self.blimit = blimit # majority solute concentration

self.climit = climit # minority solute concentration

def get-sizexy(self):
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return self.sizexy

def set-sizexy(self, sizexy):

self.sizexy = sizexy

def get-sizez(self):

return self.sizez

def set sizez(self, sizez):

self.sizez = sizez

def add-solute(self): # add solute atoms in the atomkind list
Iffill

add solute atom C = 2, B = 1 and solvent atom = 0
111111

solute = self.blimit + self.climit

b = self.blimit / solute

for i in xrange(len(self.locationjlist)):

1 and 2 is solute, 0 is solvent

if random.randomo <= solute:

if random.random() <= b:

self.atomkind.append(1)

else:

self.atomkind.append(2)

else:

self.atomkind.append(0)

def add-grain(self): # start with single grain atom (initialize)

add grain

self.grainlist = range(len(self.locationjlist))

random.shuffle(self.grainjlist)
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class BCC_3D(Matrix):

# create a 3D BBC structure matrix

def addlocation(self):

x axis: from 0 to sizexy - 1

y axis: from 0 to sizexy - 1

z axis: from 0 to sizez

for j in xrange(self.getsizexyo):

for i in xrange(self.get-sizexyo):

for k in xrange(self.get-sizezo):

loci = Location(i, j, k)

loc2 = Location(i + 0.5, j + 0.5, k + 0.5)

self.locationlist.append(locl)

self.locationlist.append(loc2)

class FCC_3D(Matrix):

# create a 3D FCC structure matrix

def addlocation(self):

x axis: from 0 to sizexy - 1

y axis: from 0 to sizexy - 1

z axis: from 0 to sizez

for j in xrange(self.get-sizexyo):

for i in xrange(self.get-sizexyo):

for k in xrange(self.get-sizezo):

loci = Location(i, j, k)

loc2 = Location(i + 0.5, j + 0.5, k)

loc3 = Location(i + 0.5, j, k + 0.5)

loc4 = Location(i, j + 0.5, k + 0.5)

self.locationlist.append(locl)
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self.locationilist.append(loc2)

self.locationilist.append(loc3)

self .locationilist.append(loc4)

class Atom(object):

# class to build the atom properties

def _init_(self, msizexy, msizez, kind, location, grain):

kind: str

location: Location Object
sf,,

self.msizexy = msizexy # matrix size (x and y axes)

self.msizez = msizez # matrix size (z axis)

self.kind = kind # the kind of this atom

self.nearest [] # a list of nearest neighbor locations

self.energy = 0 # initialize the energy of the atom

self.location = location # atom's location in the matrix

self.grain = grain # the grain of this atom

self.neighbor = [] # a list of bond information of nearest neighbors

self.ngrain = [] # a list of grain information of nearest neighbors

def _str_(self):

return 'This Atom is' + self.kind + ' type.'

# Note: Periodic Boundary Condition

def add nearest_3DBCC(self):

(BCC) fill up the location list of nearest neighbors

atom: Atom Object

for 3D BCC structure

sizexy = self.msizexy

sizez = self.msizez
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loc_x = self.location.getX(

loc_y = self.location.getY()

loc_z = self.location.getZ(

uul = [loc-x - 0.5, loc-y + 0.5, locz + 0.51

ull = [loc-x - 0.5, loc-y - 0.5, locz + 0.5]

uur = [locx + 0.5, loc-y + 0.5, locz + 0.5]

ulr = [loc-x + 0.5, loc-y - 0.5, loc-z + 0.5]

lul = [locx - 0.5, locy + 0.5, loc-z - 0.5]

111= [loc-x - 0.5, loc-y - 0.5, loc-z - 0.5]

lur = [loc-x + 0.5, locy + 0.5, locz - 0.5]

lhr = [loc-x + 0.5, loc-y - 0.5, loc-z - 0.51

# left boundary

if loc_x == 0:

uul[0] = sizexy - 0.5

ull[0] = sizexy - 0.5

lul[0] = sizexy - 0.5

111[0] = sizexy - 0.5

# right boundary

elif locx == sizexy - 0.5:

uur[0] =0

ulr[0] = 0

lur[0] = 0

llr[0]= 0

# front boundary

if loc-y == 0:

ull[l] = sizexy - 0.5

ulr[1] = sizexy - 0.5

111[1] = sizexy - 0.5

Ilr[1] = sizexy - 0.5

# back boundary

elif loc-y == sizexy - 0.5:

uul[1] = 0

uur[1] = 0

lul[1] = 0
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lur[1] = 0

# bottom boundary

if loc_z == 0:

lul[2] = sizez - 0.5

111[2] = sizez - 0.5

lur[2] = sizez - 0.5

llr[2] =sizez - 0.5

# top boundary

elif loc_z == sizez - 0.5:

uul[2] = 0

ull[2]= 0

uur[2] = 0

ulr[2] = 0

# top boundary

# location list of nearest neighbor

self.nearest.append((uul[0], uul[1], uul[2]))

self.nearest.append((ull[0], ull[1], ull[2]))

self.nearest.append((uur[O], uur[1], uur[2]))

self.nearest.append((ulr[0], ulr[1], ulr[2]))

self.nearest.append((lul[0], lul[1], lul[2]))

self.nearest.append((lll[0], 111[1], 111[2]))

self.nearest.append((lur[0], lur[1J, lur[2]))

self.nearest.append((lr[0], llr[1], llr[2]))

def add-nearest_3DFCC(self):

# (FCC) fill up the location list of nearest neighbors

atom: Atom Object

for 3D BCC structure

sizexy = self.msizexy

sizez = self.msizez

loc_x = self.location.getX(

loc-y = self.location.getY(
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loc_z = self.location.getZo

ulc = [loc-x - 0.5, loc-y + 0.5, locz]

lic = [loc-x - 0.5, loc-y - 0.5, loc z]

urc = [loc-x + 0.5, loc-y + 0.5, loc-z]

lrc = [loc-x + 0.5, loc-y - 0.5, loc-z]

ut = [loc-x, locy + 0.5, loc-z + 0.5]

ub = [locx, locy - 0.5, loc_z + 0.5]

ul = [loc-x - 0.5, loc-y, loc_z + 0.5]

ur = [loc-x + 0.5, locy, loc-z + 0.5]

It = [locx, locy + 0.5, locz - 0.5]

lb = [loc-x, locy - 0.5, loc_z - 0.5]

11= [loc-x - 0.5, loc-y, loc_z - 0.5]

Ir = [loc-x + 0.5, loc-y, loc_z - 0.5]

# left boundary

if loc_x ==0:

ulc[0] = sizexy - 0.5

llc[0] = sizexy - 0.5

ul[O] = sizexy - 0.5

11[0] = sizexy - 0.5

# right boundary

elif loc_x == sizexy - 0.5:

urc[0]= 0

Irc[0] =0

ur[0] = 0

Ir[0] = 0

# front boundary

if loc-y == 0:

llc[1] = sizexy - 0.5

Irc[1] = sizexy - 0.5

ub[1] = sizexy - 0.5

lb[1] = sizexy - 0.5

# back boundary

elif locy == sizexy - 0.5:

ulc[1] = 0
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urc[1] = 0

ut[1] = 0

lt[1] = 0

# bottom boundary

if loc_z == 0:

lt[2] = sizez - 0.5

lb[2] = sizez - 0.5

11[2] = sizez - 0.5

lr[2] = sizez - 0.5

# top boundary

elif loc_z == sizez - 0.5:

ut[2]= 0
ub[2]=0

ul[2] = 0

ur[2= 0

# top boundary

# location list of nearest neighbor

self.nearest.append((ulc[0], ulc[1], ulc[2]))

self.nearest.append((lc[O], llc[1], llc[2]))

self.nearest.append((urc[0], urc[1], urc[2]))

self.nearest.append((lrc[0], lrc[1], lrc[2]))

self.nearest.append((ut[0], ut[1], ut[2]))

self.nearest.append((ub[0], ub[1], ub[2]))

self.nearest.append((ul[O, ul[1], ul[2]))

self.nearest.append((ur[0], ur[1], ur[2]))

self.nearest.append((It[0], lt[1], lt[2]))

self.nearest.append((lb[0], lb[1], lb[2]))

self.nearest.append((ll[0], 11[1], 11[2]))

self.nearest.append((lr[O], Ir[1], lr[2]))

class System(object): # class of system that links matrix and atoms together

def _init_(self, matrixkind, sizexy, sizez, blimit, climit, bjlist):
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kind: str

location: Location Object

b_list: aac, aagb, abc, abgb

self.matrix = matrixkind(sizexy, sizez, blimit, climit)

# matrix for the system

self.atoms = # atom list for this system

self.blist = blist # bond energy list

self.totE = 0 # total system energy

def add-atom(self): # add atoms into the system (BCC)

add atoms with its location

i = 0

for j in self.matrix.locationlist:

atom = Atom(self.matrix.get-sizexyo, self.matrix.get sizezo,

self.matrix..atom-kind[i], j, self .matrix.grainjlist[i])

atom.addnearest_3DBCC()

self.atoms[(j.getX(, j.getY(, j.getZ()] = atom

i += 1

def add bond(self):

# link the atoms with the right bond energies in the system

update energy in atom object

for loc-key in self.atoms:

atom = self.atoms[loc-key]

for loc in atom.nearest:

natom = self.atoms[loc]

if atom.kind == natom.kind and atom.grain == natom.grain:

if atom.kind == 0: #aac

atom.energy += self.bjlist[0]
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atom.neighbor.append(O)

elif atom.kind == 1: #bbc

atom.energy += self.bjlist[1]

atom.neighbor.append(1)

elif atom.kind == 2: #ccc

atom.energy += self.bjlist[2]

atom.neighbor.append(2)

elif atom.kind == natom.kind and

if atom.kind == 0: #aagb

atom.energy += self.blist[6]

atom.neighbor.append(6)

elif atom.kind == 1: #bbgb

atom.energy += self.blist[7]

atom.neighbor.append(7)

elif atom.kind == 2: #ccgb

atom.energy += self.bilist[8]

atom.neighbor.append(8)

elif atom.kind != natom.kind and

if atom.kind == 0:

if natom.kind == 1: #abc

atom.energy += self.b-list[f

atom.neighbor.append(3)

elif natom.kind == 2: #acc

atom.energy += self.blist[

atom.neighbor.append(4)

elif atom.kind == 1:

if natom.kind == 0: #abc

atom.energy += self.blist[

atom.neighbor.append(3)

elif natom.kind == 2: #bcc

atom.energy += self.blist['

atom.neighbor.append(5)

elif atom.kind == 2:

if natom.kind == 0: #acc

atom.grain != natom.grain:

atom.grain == natom.grain:
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atom.energy += self.bjlist[4]

atom.neighbor.append(4)

elif natom.kind == 1: #bcc

atom.energy += self.bjlist[5]

atom.neighbor.append(5)

elif atom.kind != natom.kind and atom.grain != natom.grain:

if atom.kind == 0:

if natom.kind == 1: #abgb

atom.energy += self.bjlist[9]

atom.neighbor.append(9)

elif natom.kind == 2: #acgb

atom.energy += self.bilist[10]

atom.neighbor.append(10)

elif atom.kind == 1:

if natom.kind == 0: #abgb

atom.energy += self.bilist[9]

atom.neighbor.append(9)

elif natom.kind == 2: #bcgb

atom.energy += self.bjlist[11]

atom.neighbor.append(11)

elif atom.kind == 2:

if natom.kind == 0: #acgb

atom.energy += self.bilist[10]

atom.neighbor.append(10)

elif natom.kind == 1: #bcgb

atom.energy += self.b-list[11]

atom.neighbor.append(11)

atom.ngrain.append(natom.grain)

def totalenergy(self):

# get total energy of the system

total energy of the system
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for atom in self.atoms.valueso:

self.totE += atom.energy

self.totE = self.totE / 2.0

def energya-bswitch(info):

# energy calculations for atom switch mechanism (A atom switch with B atom)

if info == 0: #aac

neighbor = 3 #abc

elif info == 3: #abc

neighbor = 1 #bbc elif info == 4: #acc

neighbor = 5 #bcc

elif info == 6: #aagb

neighbor = 9 #abgb

elif info == 9: #abgb

neighbor = 7 #bbgb

else: #acgb

neighbor = 11 #bcgb

return neighbor

def energya-cswitch(info):

# energy calculations for atom switch mechanism (A atom switch with C atom)

if info == 0: #aac

neighbor = 4 #acc

elif info == 3: #abc

neighbor = 5 #bcc

elif info == 4: #acc

neighbor = 2 #ccc

elif info == 6: #aagb

neighbor = 10 #acgb

elif info == 9: #abgb

neighbor = 11 #bcgb
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else: #acgb

neighbor = 8 #ccgb

return neighbor

def energyb-aswitch(info):

# energy calculations for atom switch mechanism (B atom switch with A atom)

if info == 1: #bbc

neighbor = 3 #abc

elif info == 3: #abc

neighbor = 0 #aac

elif info == 5: #bcc

neighbor = 4 #acc

elif info == 7: #bbgb

neighbor = 9 #abgb

elif info == 9: #abgb

neighbor = 6 #aagb

else: #bcgb

neighbor = 10 #acgb

return neighbor

def energyb-cswitch(info):

# energy calculations for atom switch mechanism (B atom switch with C atom)

if info == 1: #bbc

neighbor = 5 #bcc

elif info == 3: #abc

neighbor = 4 #acc

elif info == 5: #bcc

neighbor = 2 #ccc

elif info == 7: #bbgb

neighbor= 11 #bcgb
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elif info == 9: #abgb

neighbor = 10 #acgb

else: #bcgb

neighbor = 8 #ccgb

return neighbor

def energyc-aswitch(info):

# energy calculations for atom switch mechanism (C atom switch with A atom)

if info == 2: #ccc

neighbor = 4 #acc

elif info == 4: #acc

neighbor = 0 #aac

elif info == 5: #bcc

neighbor = 3 #abc

elif info == 8: #ccgb

neighbor = 10 #acgb

elif info == 10: #acgb

neighbor = 6 #aagb

else: #bcgb

neighbor = 9 #abgb

return neighbor

def energyc-bswitch(info):

# energy calculations for atom switch mechanism (C atom switch with B atom)

if info == 2: #ccc

neighbor = 5 #bcc

elif info == 4: #acc

neighbor = 3 #abc

elif info == 5: #bcc

neighbor = 1 #bbc
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elif info == 8: #ccgb

neighbor = 11 #bcgb

elif info == 10: #acgb

neighbor = 9 #abgb

else: #bcgb

neighbor = 7 #bbgb

return neighbor

def atomOlswitch(loc_0, loc_1, atom_0, atom_1, bjlist):

# atom switch mechanism (A atom switch with B atom)

new_e0 = 0

new-neighbor0 = [12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12]

newel = 0

new neighborl = [12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12]

# nearest: location list; neighbor: bond kind list

# selected atoms are not neighbors

if loc_0 not in atom_1.nearest:

for i in xrange(8):

info0 = atomO.neighbor[i]

n1 = energya-bswitch(infoO)

newel += b-list[nl]

new-neighborl[i] = n1

infol = atom_1.neighbor[i]

nO = energyb-aswitch(infol)

new_eO += b-list[nO]

new-neighborO[i] = nO

nearOl = 0

else: # atom_0 and atom_1 are neighbors

ind_0 = atom_0.nearest.index(loc1)

ind_1 = atom_1.nearest.index(loc_0)

for i in xrange(8):

info0 = atom_0.neighbor[i]
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if i != ind_0:

n1 = energya-bswitch(infoO)

newel += blist[n1J

new-neighborl[i] = n1

else:

new_el += blist[info0]

new-neighborl[i] = info0

for j in xrange(8):

infol = atom_1.neighbor[j]

if j != ind_1:

nO = energyb-aswitch(infol)

new_eO += blist[nO]

new-neighbor[j] = nO

else:

new_eO += blist[infoll

new-neighbor[j] = infol

nearOl = 1

change-e = (new-eO + new_el) - (atomO.energy + atom_1.energy)

return near0l, new neighborO, new-neighborl, new-eO, new_el, change-e

def atom02_switch(loc_0, loc_2, atom_0, atom_2, b-list):

# atom switch mechanism (A atom switch with C atom)

new_eO = 0

new-neighborO = [12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12]

newe2 = 0

new-neighbor2 = [12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12]

# nearest: location list; neighbor: bond kind list

# selected atoms are not neighbors

if loc_0 not in atom_2.nearest:

for i in xrange(8):

infoG = atom_0.neighbor[i]
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n2 = energya-cswitch(infoO)

newe2 += b-list[n2]

new-neighbor2[i] = n2

info2 = atom_2.neighbor[i]

nO = energyc-aswitch(info2)

new_eO += b-list[nO]

new-neighborO[i] = nO

near02 = 0

else: # atom_0 and atom_1 are neighbors

ind_O = atomO.nearest.index(loc_2)

ind_2 = atom_2.nearest.index(loc0)

for i in xrange(8):

infoO = atomO.neighbor[i]

if i != ind_0:

n2 = energya-cswitch(infoO)

newe2 += blist[n2]

newneighbor2[i] = n2

else:

newe2 += blist[info0]

newneighbor2[i] = info0

for j in xrange(8):

info2 = atom_2.neighbor[j]

if j != ind_2:

nO = energyc-aswitch(info2)

new_eO += blist[nO]

newneighborO[j] = nO

else:

new_eG += blist[info2]

newneighborO[j] = info2

near02= 1

change-e = (new_eO + new-e2) - (atom.energy + atom_2.energy)

return near02, newneighborO, new-neighbor2, new-eO, new-e2, change_e
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def atoml2_switch(loc_1, loc_2, atom_1, atom_2, b_list):

# atom switch mechanism (B atom switch with C atom)

newel = 0

new-neighborl = [12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12]

newe2 = 0

new-neighbor2 = [12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12]

# nearest: location list; neighbor: bond kind list

# selected atoms are not neighbors

if loc_1 not in atom_2.nearest:

for i in xrange(8):

infol = atom_1.neighbor[i]

n2 = energyb-cswitch(infol)

newe2 += blist[n2]

newneighbor2[i] = n2

info2 = atom_2.neighbor[i]

n1 = energyc-bswitch(info2)

newel += blist[n1]

newneighborl[i] = n1

near12 = 0

else: # atom_0 and atom_1 are neighbors

ind_1 = atom_1.nearest.index(loc-2)

ind_2 = atom_2.nearest.index(loc1)

for i in xrange(8):

infol = atom_1.neighbor[i]

if i != ind_1:

n2 = energyb-cswitch(infol)

newe2 += b-list[n2]

new-neighbor2[i] = n2

else:

newe2 += b-list[infol]

new-neighbor2[i] = infol
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for j in xrange(8):

info2 = atom_2.neighbor[j]

if j != ind_2:

n1 = energyc-bswitch(info2)

new_el += blist[nl]

newneighborl[j] = n1

else:

newel += blist[info2]

newneighborl[j] = info2

near12 = 1

change-e = (new_el + new-e2) - (atom_1.energy + atom_2.energy)

return near12, newneighborl, new-neighbor2, new-el, new_e2, change-e

def grain-switch(atom, b-list):

# grain switch mechanism

d_e=0

neighbor = [12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12]

for i in xrange(8):

info = atom.neighbor[i]

if info < 6:

n = info + 6

d_e += b-list[n] - b-list[info]

neighbor[i] = n

else:

neighbor[i] = info

return d_e, neighbor

def build-system(matrix-kind, sizexy, sizez, blimit, climit, bjlist):

imu psa

build-system using all parameters (matrix and atoms)
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system = System(matrix kind, sizexy, sizez, blimit, climit, b_list)

system.matrix.add locationo

system.matrix.add soluteo

system.matrix.add-graino

system.addatom()

system.add-bond()

system.total-energy()

return system

def runsimulation(nsteps, matrix-kind, sizexy, sizez, blimit, climit, b-list, TJfinal,

Runs nsteps simulation and returns a pkl file for equilibrated system

system = build-system(matrix-kind, sizexy, sizez, blimit, climit, bjlist)

# build the system

grno = len(system.atoms)

noaswitch = 0

non _aswitch = 0

no-gswitch = 0

no n gswitch = 0

k = 1.381 # m2 , kg, s-2, K- 1

T_start = 10000 # stating temperature in [K]

T = Tstart

noatom = sizexy * sizexy * sizez * 2

list_0 = []
list_1 = []
list_2 = []
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for loc in system.atoms:

if system.atoms[loc].kind == 0: #A

listO.append(loc)

elif system.atoms[locI.kind == 1: #B

listl.append(loc)

else: #C

list_2.append(loc)

loc_list = list_0 + list_1 + list_2

random.shuffle(loc-list)

no_0 = len(list_0)

no_1 = len(list_1)

no_2 = len(list_2)

totno =no_0 + no_1 + no_2 - 1

tot_01 = no_0 + no_1 - 1

tot_02 = no_0 + no_2 - 1

tot_12= no_1 + no_2 - 1

no_01= no_0 + no_1

for step in xrange(nsteps):

for swap in xrange(no-atom):

if random.random() < p: # atom switch

1 = random.randint(0, tot-no)

if I < no_0:

1_0 = 1

loc_0 = list_0[l_0]

1_n = random.randint(0, tot_12)

if l_n < no_1:

1_1 = _n

loc_1 = list_1[l_1]

atom_0 = system.atoms[loc_0]

atom_1 = system.atoms[loc_1]
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near0l, new-neighboro, new-neighborl, new-eO, new-el,
change-e atomOlswitch(loc_0, loc_1, atom 0, atom 1, b list)

style =10

else:

12 =n - no_1

loc_2 = list 2[l_2]

atom_0 = system.atoms[loc_0]

atom_2 = system.atoms[loc_2]

near02, newneighbor0, new-neighbor2, new eG, newe2,
change-e = atom02_switch(loc_0, loc_2, atom_0, atom_2, bjlist)

style = 20

elif no_0 <= I < no_01:

1_1=1-no_0

loc_1 = list_1[l_1]

1_n = random.randint(0, tot_02)

if l_n <no_0:

1_0 = _n

loc_0 = list 0[l_0]

atom_0 = system.atoms[loc_0]

atom_1 = system.atoms[loc_1]

near0l, new-neighboro, new neighborl, new-e0, new-el,
change_e = atom01_switch(loc_0, loc_1, atom 0, atom_1, b list)

style =10

else:

1_2 = _n - no_0

loc_2 = list_2[1_2]

atom_1 = system.atoms[loc_1]

atom_2 = system.atoms[loc_2]

near12, new neighborl, new neighbor2, newel, new e2,

changee = atom12_switch(loc_1, loc_2, atom_1, atom_2, b list)

style = 12

else:

1_2= 1 - no_01

loc_2 = list_2[1_2]
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1_n = random.randint(0, tot_01)

if i_n < no_0:

10 = 1_n

loc_0 = list_0[1_0]

atom_0 = system.atoms[loc_0]

atom_2 = system.atoms[loc_2]

near02, new neighborO, new-neighbor2, new_eO, newe2,

change-e = atom02_switch(loc_0, loc_2, atom_0, atom_2, bjlist)

style = 20

else:

_1 = 1-n - no_0

loc_1 = list_1[1_1]

atom_1 = system.atoms[loc_1]

atom_2 = system.atoms[loc_21

near12, new neighborl, new-neighbor2, newel, newe2,

change-e = atoml2_switch(loc_1, loc_2, atom_1, atom_2, blist)

style = 12

apro = math.exp(-changee / (k * T))

if change-e < 0 or random.randomo < apro:

if style == 10: # atom switch between atom A and atom B

if nearOl == 0: #atom_0 and atom_1 are not neighbors

noaswitch += 1

for i in xrange(8):

atom_0_n = system.atoms[atom_0.nearest[i]]

delta_eO_n = bjlist[new neighborl [i]] -b-list[atomon.neighbor[7-

i]]

atom_0_n.energy += delta_eG_n

atom_0_n.neighbor[7-i] = new-neighborl [il

atom_1_n = system.atoms[atom_1.nearest[i]]

delta_el_n = bjlist[new-neighbor[i]] - bjlist[atom_1_n.neighbor[7-

i]]

atom_1_n.energy += deltael_n

atomln.neighbor[7-i] = new-neighboro[i]
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else: #atom_0 and atom_1 are neighbors

no_n_aswitch += 1

ind_O = atom_0.nearest.index(loc1)

ind_1 = atom_1.nearest.index(loc_0)

for i in xrange(8): if i != ind0:

atom_0_n = system.atoms [atom 0.nearest[i]]

delta_eOn = b_list[new-neighborl[i]] - blist[atom_0_n.neighbor[7-

i]]

atom_0_n.energy += delta_e0_n

atom_0_n.neighbor[7-i] = newjneighborl[ii

for j in xrange(8):

if j!= ind_1:

atom_1_n = system.atoms[atom_1.nearest[j]]

delta_el_n = blist[new-neighbor0[j]] - bilist[atom_1_n.neighbor[7-

j]]
atom_1_n.energy += delta_el_n

atom_1_n.neighbor[7-j] = new-neighbor0[j]

atom_0.kind, atom_1.kind = atom_1.kind, atom_0.kind

atom_0.neighbor, atom_1.neighbor = newneighborl,

newneighboro

atomO.energy, atom_.energy = new-el, new_e0

system.totE += change-e

list_0[1_0], list_1[l_ 1] = list_1[1]1, list_0[1_0]

elif style == 20: # atom switch between atom A and atom C

if near02 == 0: #atom_0 and atom_2 are not neighbors

noaswitch += 1

for i in xrange(8):

atom_0_n = system.atoms[atom_9.nearest[i]I

delta_eO_n = blist[new-neighbor2[i]] -bjlist[atom_0_n.neighbor[7-

i]]

atom_0_n.energy += delta_eG_n

atom_0_n.neighbor[7-i] = newneighbor2[i]

atom_2_n = system.atoms[atom_2.nearest[i]]
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deltae2_n = b-list[newneighbor0[i]] -b-list[atom_2_n.neighbor[7-

i]]

atom_2_n.energy += deltae2_n

atom_2_n.neighbor[7-i] = new neighborO[i]

else: #atom_0 and atom_2 are neighbors

no_n_aswitch += 1

ind_0 = atom_0.nearest.index(loc_2)

ind_2 = atom_2.nearest.index(loc_0)

for i in xrange(8):

if i != ind_0:

atom_0_n = system.atoms[atomO.nearest[i]]

delta_eG_n = bjlist[new-neighbor2[i]] - bjlist[atom_0_n.neighbor[7-

i]]

atomi-n.energy += delta_e0_n

atom_0_n.neighbor[7-i] = new-neighbor2[i]

for j in xrange(8):

if j!= ind_2:

atom_2_n = system.atoms[atom_2.nearest[j]]

deltae2_n = bilist[new-neighbor[j]] -bjlist[atom_2_n.neighbor[7-

j]I
atom_2_n.energy += deltae2_n

atom_2_n.neighbor[7-j] = new-neighbor0[j]

atom_0.kind, atom_2.kind = atom_2.kind, atom_0.kind

atomO.neighbor, atom_2.neighbor = new-neighbor2,

newneighboro

atomO.energy, atom_2.energy = newe2, new_e0

system.totE += change_e

list_0[1_0], list_2[L2] = list_2[l_2], list_0[l_0]

else: # atom switch between atom B and atom C

if near12 == 0: #atom_1 and atom_2 are not neighbors

noaswitch += 1

for i in xrange(8):

atom_1_n = system.atoms[atom_1.nearest[i]]
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delta_eln = blist[new-neighbor2[i]] - blist[atom_1_n.neighbor[7-

i]]

atom_1_n.energy += delta_el_n

atom_1_n.neighbor[7-i] = newneighbor2[i]

atom_2_n = system.atoms[atom_2.nearest[i]]

deltae2_n = blist[new-neighborl [ii]- bjlist[atom_2_n.neighbor[7-

i]]

atom_2_n.energy += deltae2_n

atom_2_n.neighbor[7-i] = new_ neighborl[il

else: #atom_0 and atom_2 are neighbors

no_n_aswitch += 1

ind_1 = atom_1.nearest.index(loc_2)

ind_2 = atom_2.nearest.index(loc1)

for i in xrange(8):

if i != ind_1:

atom_1_n = system.atoms[atom_1.nearest[i]]

delta_el_n = blist[newneighbor2[i] -bjlist[atom_1_n.neighbor[7-

il]

atom_1_n.energy += delta_el_n

atom_1_n.neighbor[7-i = new-neighbor2[i]

for j in xrange(8):

if j!= ind_2:

atom_2_n = system.atoms[atom_2.nearest[j]]

deltae2_n = blist[new-neighborl[j]] - blist[atom_2_n.neighbor[7-

j]]
atom_2_n.energy += deltae2_n

atom_2_n.neighbor[7-j] = new-neighborl[j]

atom_1.kind, atom_2.kind = atom_2.kind, atom_1.kind

atom_1.neighbor, atom_2.neighbor = newneighbor2,

newneighborl

atom_1.energy, atom_2.energy = new-e2, new-el

system.totE += change-e

list_1[1_1], list_2[l_2] = list_2[l_2], list_1[1_1]
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else: # grain switch

1 = random.randint(O, tot-no)

loc = loc-list[1]

atom = system.atoms[loc]

n_list = sorted(atom.neighbor, reverse = True)

if nlist[0] > 5:

gr = False

while not gr:

new-glist = atom.ngrain + [gr-no + 1]

g-index = random.randint(O, 8)

update-g = new-glist[g-index]

if update-g != atom.grain:

gr = True

if update-g == gr-no + 1: #nucleation

d_e, neighbor = grainiswitch(atom, b-list)

else: #no nucleation

d_e=0

neighbor = [12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12]

for i in xrange(8):

info = atom.neighbor[i]

natom = system.atoms[atom.nearest[i]]

if update-g == natom.grain:

if info > 5:

n = info - 6

d_e += b list[n] - b-list[info]

neighbor[i] = n

else:

raise ValueError("atom not aagb or abgb, natom.grain")

else: # updateg != natom.grain

if info < 6: #aac

n = info + 6

d_e += b list[n] - b-list[info]

neighbor[i] = n
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else:

neighbor[i] = info

gpro = math.exp(-de/(k * T))

if de < 0 or random.randomO < gpro:

if updateg != gr-no + 1:

no_n_gswitch += 1

else:

no-gswitch += 1

gr-no += 1

for i in xrange(8):

atom_n = system.atoms[atom.nearest[i]]

delta_e_n = blist[neighbor[i] - blist[atom-n.neighbor[7-ilI

atomn.energy += delta_e_n

atomn.neighbor[7-i] = neighbor[i]

atomn.ngrain[7-i] = update-g

atom.grain = update-g

atom.neighbor = neighbor

atom.energy += d-e

system.totE += d_e

T -= (T - Tfinal)/1000.0 # cooling down rate, note T are in [K]

if nsteps > 10:

if (step + 1) % (nsteps/10) == 0 or step == 0:

# output pkl file for every nsteps/10 steps

output-file(step, system)

else:

output-file(step, system)

def output-file(step, obj): # output pkl file

with open('TernaryMCstep_' + str(step + 1) + '.pkl', 'wb') as f:

pickle.dump(obj, f, pickle.HIGHESTPROTOCOL)

def loadjfile(filename): # load pkl file
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with open(filename + '.pkl', 'rb') as f:

return pickle.load(f)

def plot_3Dpolycrystal(system): # plot bottom 2 layers in 2D

x1 = [I # solute B position in x

yl = [] # solute B position in y
x2 = [] # solute C position in x

y2 = # solute C position in y

dicx = # corresponding grain for solvent A in x

dicy = # corresponding grain for solvent A in y

x = [I # solvent A position in x

yO = [] # solvent A position in y

for loc in system.atoms:

if loc[2] == 0 or loc[2] == 0.5:

atom = system.atoms[loc]

if atom.kind == 1:

xl.append(atom.location.getXo)

yl.append(atom.location.getY()

elif atom.kind ==2:

x2.append(atom.location.getXo)

y2.append(atom.location.getY()

else:

if atom.grain in dic-x.keyso:

dicx[atom.grain] += [atom.location.getX(]

dic_y[atom.grain] += [atom.location.getY(]

else:

dic_x[atom.grain] = [atom.location.getX(]

dic_y [atom.grain] = [atom.location.getYo]

for i, j in zip(dic-x.valueso, dic-y.valueso):

if len(i) != 0:

xO.append(i)

yO.append(j)
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colors = iter(cm.rainbow(np.linspace(0, 1, len(xO))))

for k in xrange(len(xO)):

plt.scatter(xO[k], yO[k], color=next(colors), s = 2)

plt.scatter(xl, yl, color = 'black', s = 2)

plt.scatter(x2, y2, color = 'white', s = 2)

framel = plt.gcao

framel.axes.get xaxiso.set-visible(False)

framel.axes.get-yaxiso.set-visible(False)

plt.showo

def paper bond(H-ab_mix, H_ac-mix, H-bc-mix, Habseg, Hac-seg, Hbc-seg):

# bond energies calculation for the paper

z = 8

w_ab_c =H_abmix *1000 /6.023/ z

w_ac_c =H_acmix *1000 /6.023/ z

w_bcc = H_bcmix * 1000 / 6.023 / z

# AHm" in KJ/mot, 1 mol = 6.023x] 023 atom

aac = 0

bbc = 0

ccc =500

abc = w ab c + aac

acc = w_ac-c + (ccc/2.0)

bcc = w_bc-c + (ccc/2.0)

w-ab-gb = (wab-c - Habseg * 1000 / 6.023 / z) * 2

w-ac-gb = (wac-c - Hacseg * 1000 / 6.023 / z) * 2

w-bc-gb = (wbc-c - Hbcseg *1000 / 6.023 / z) * 2

aagb = 801

bbgb = aagb

ccgb = 801 + ccc

abgb = aagb + w-ab-gb

acgb = (ccgb+aagb)/2.0 + wac-gb

bcgb = (ccgb+bbgb)/2.0 + wbc-gb

bonds = [aac, bbc, ccc, abc, acc, bcc, aagb, bbgb, ccgb, abgb, acgb, bcgb]
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bonds = [ int(round(x)) for x in bonds ]

return bonds

def convertbond(Hab-mix, H-ac-mix, H_bcmix, Habseg, Hac-seg, Hbc-seg):

# bond energies calculation for BCC

z=8

w_abc = H_abmix * 1000 / 6.023 / z

w_acc = H_acmix * 1000 / 6.023 / z

w_bc_c =H_bcmix *1000 /6.023/ z

# AH m ' in KJ/mol, 1 mol = 6.023x1 023 atom

aac= 0

bbc = 0

ccc= 0

abc = w ab c + aac

acc = w_acc + aac

bcc = w_bcc + aac

w_ab-gb = (wabc - H-ab-seg * 1000 / 6.023 / z) * 2

w_ac-gb = (w acc - Hac-seg *1000 / 6.023 / z) *2

w_bc-gb = (wbcc - H-bc-seg * 1000 / 6.023 / z) * 2

aagb = 2 * 2.64 *1000 / 6.023 + aac

bbgb = 2 * 2.64 * 1000 / 6.023+ aac

ccgb= 2 * 2.64 *1000 / 6.023 + aac

abgb = aagb + w-ab-gb

acgb = aagb + w-ac-gb

bcgb = aagb + w-bc-gb

bonds = [aac, bbc, ccc, abc, acc, bcc, aagb, bbgb, ccgb, abgb, acgb, bcgb]

bonds = [ int(round(x)) for x in bonds]

return bonds

if _name_ =='_main_':

plot = raw__input("Do you want to plot the results (if generated pkl file is in

the same folder)? 'y' or 'n': ")
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if plot == 'y':

p-step = int(raw-input("Please enter step number for corresponding pkl

file. e.g. '1' for TernaryMC-step_1.pkl: "))

plt.figureo

system = loadfile('TernaryMCstepj'+ str(p-step))

plot_3D-polycrystal(system)

else:

ans = raw-input("Please enter the enthalpy of mixing and enthalpy of

segregation for simulations. 'r' for current paper value, 'n' for new value input:")

while ans not in 'rn':

print "Error Message: invalid input"

ans = rawinput("Please enter the enthalpy of mixing and enthalpy of

segregation for simulations. 'r' for current paper value, 'n' for new value input: ")

if ans == 'r':

fig = raw-input("Please enter the corresponding figure letter. 'a' for Fig.

3(a), 'b' for Fig. 3(b), 'c' for Fig. 3(c), 'd' for Fig. 3(d): ")

while fig not in 'abcd':

print "Error Message: invalid input"

fig = rawinput("Please enter the corresponding figure letter. 'a' for

Fig. 3(a), 'b' for Fig. 3(b), 'c' for Fig. 3(c), 'd' for Fig. 3(d): ")

if fig == 'a':

bonds = paper-bond(20, 20,20, -45, 21, 10)

elif fig == ':

bonds = paper-bond(-20, 20, 20, -45, 65, 10)

elif fig == 'c':

bonds = paperbond(20, 20, 20, -45, 65, 10)

elif fig == 'd':

bonds = paper-bond(20, 20, 20, 22, 65, 10)

sizexy = 200

sizez = 3

blimit = 0.20

climit = 0.02

else:
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H_abmix = float(raw-input("Please enter the enthalpy of mixing for AB

[kJ]: "1))

H_acmix = float(raw-input("Please enter the enthalpy of mixing for AC

[kJ]: "))

H_bcmix = float(raw-input("Please enter the enthalpy of mixing for BC

[kJ]: "))

H_abseg = float(raw-input("Please enter the enthalpy of segregation

for AB [kJ]: "))

H_acseg = float(rawginput("Please enter the enthalpy of segregation

for AC [kJ]: "))

H_bcseg = float(raw-input("Please enter the enthalpy of segregation

for BC [kJ]: "))

bonds = paper-bond(H-abmix, H-acmix, Hbc_mix, Habseg,

H_acseg, H-bc-seg)

sizexy = int(raw-input("Please enter the size (x and y) of the system,

e.g.'100' for size 100x100: "))

sizez = int(raw-input("Please enter the size (z) of the system, e.g. using

previous case, '3' for system size 100x100x6: "))

blimit = float(raw-input("Please enter the concentration of B in the

system, e.g. 20 for 20

climit = float(raw-input("Please enter the concentration of C in the

system, e.g. 20 for 20

nsteps = int(raw-input("Please enter number of steps for simulations. e.g.

'100000': "))

runsimulation(nsteps, BCC_3D, sizexy, sizez, blimit, climit, bonds, 773,

0.5) # final Temperature is 773K, equal probability to do atom and grain switch.
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